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C. SAANICH BUDGET 
SKaFULLY PARED
Special to the Sidney Review 
HY PAT MUNSON
Aid. Jean Butler, finance 
chairman of Central Saanich 
Council received a special vote of 
praise after third reading of the 
1973 budget bylaw Monday.
The total mill-rate in this 
municipality has been raised 




A special bylaw is being 
drafted by Town of Sidney to 
cover the newly-built concession 
stand on Sanscha grounds v/hich 
encroaches on Eighth St.
But a letter is being sent to the 
Little League Association whose 
volunteers built the concession 
this spring pointing out the 
illegality of such construction. 
Council decided to close a part of 
Oakville Street nearby in order to 
avoid traffic hazard after first 
debating whether or not to order 
the small building removed.
One alderman warned that 
allowing such infractions to 
remain was the thin end of the 
wedge. The volunteer builders 
should have first checked 
regulations, he said.
Aid. Peter Malcom objected to 
this attitude. “Nit-picking!” he 
commended. ‘‘This ’ is a major 
Tecreational park in Sidney, let 
them have the concession.”
Aid. Mohn Hamilton, agreed, 
blit suggested a letter to say 
cotincil was “unhappy ” about the 
infringement.
Aid. Chris Andersen reminded 
Council of the sea-wall incident 
last suninier.” Where do you 
stop?” he asked. A property- 
owner on Roberts Bay built a sea­
wall partly outside his property 
line and has been ordered to 
remove the illegal part by June 30 
of this year;
Aid. Fred Robinson agreed that 
although every effort must be 
made to find a legal solution to 
such problems. Council must be 
consistent in these matters,
The legal solution. Council 
finally agreed, was a bylaw 
governing set backs necessary 
for buildings in institutional 
,zones,
A copy will be sent to Sanscha, 
Aid. Anderson noted that 200 
kids had turned out to the first 
baseball sc,ssion of the season. 
“Oedit must go to the adults who 
arc organizing this recreation 
facility,” said Anderson.
year, an increase of only 1.7 
mills.
“A very fine budget” smiled 
Mayor A.M. Galbraith and Aid. 
David Hill remarked that as a 
new alderman, he was very 
impressed by Aid. Butler’s 
handling of the budget.
The municipal mill rate for 
general purposes is set at 25.630 
and last year, the total was 
24.760.
School taxes have risen from 
32.780 to 33.360 and the hospital 
levy has risen from .410 to .680. 
There is a two-mill levy for sewer 
purposes included in the total.
Salary hikes account for most 
of the increase in this year’s 
budget which allocates $112,854 
for general government, $161,729 
for protective services, $172,220 
for transportation services, 
$15,846 for environmental 
development, and $53,762 for 
recreation, contributing to a total 
levy of $990,176.
The necessity to keep taxes low 
this year is especially urgent, 
pointed out one staff member, 
because taxpayers living in 
newly-sewered areas will be 
faced for the first time this year 
with parcel and sewer user 
charges amounting to $158.
Central Saanich Council spent 
a total of one and a half hours on 
discussion of the budget bylaw, a 
record for Peninsula 
municipalities! Preparation of 
the bylaw however involved Aid. 
Butler in long hours of personal 
consultation with individual 
departments.
■GAlJTIOUS,.eOUNaL
North Saanich Council has 
appointed Aid. George Aylaird to 
the Pen ins ula In t erm uni ci pal 
Committee now being organized 
by Central Saanich Council.
The Northern municipality 
made this cautious statement 
however. “This Council is not 
prepared to state any position in 
regard to such a committee until 
information as to the terms of 
reference, function, purpose and 
feasibility are available.....”
On the other hand, a suggestion 
from North Saanich that Central 
Shanich Council appoint a 
representative to a committee to 
.study the federal oceanographic 
institute proposed for Pat Bay 
area was regarded with surprise 
by Central Saanich.
“North Saanich should be quite 
capable of handling this,” said 
Lazarz, moving that the 
letter be received and filed.
LlSlllOR VOTE 
IN t SAANICH
SMASH AND GRAB VICTIM Hugh Hollingworth 
(right) examines the damage to his butcher shop 
window on Monday morning, following a week­
end break-in. Discussing the breakage with 
Hugh is jeweller Dave Rust, himself a victim of a 
similar burglary last year. Loss from the win­
dow display included a ham and a large Bldam
cheese. Neither Mr, Hollingworth nor Mr. Rust 
could offer any explanation as to why the thieves 
chose to rob the meat market rather than the 
nearby jewelery store, other than recent 
changes in the relative price of steak and 
diamonds.
(Review photo)
PETITION COMPLAINS OF FARM ‘NUISANCE
Outdoor yving imppssibie
Regular inspections ‘ ‘not less 
frequently then once per month ’ ’, 
will be made of a North Saanich 
poultry farm, as a result ' of 
council deliberations Monday 
evening.-'-','',;;
The decision was reached 
following the reading of a petition 
from Downey Road residents, 
concerning what they described 
as a ‘nuisance’ emanating from 
the Oaks Poultry Farm, 880 
Downey Road.
The petition charged that 
“indescribably foul odors” were 
being spread across neigh­
bouring properties, that “ideal 
breeding conditions for flies 
exist” and that“normal summer 
outdoor living is impo.ssiblo”.
“It shall no longer be 
tolerated,” the letter concluded, 
signed by Mr. and Mrs. E.B. 
Brown, Helen L, Boon (wife of 
alderman Doug Boon), C.W, 
Taylor, Ijois Walsh (Peninsula
School Trustee) and Mr. and Mrs. 
J. MacCallum.
Mr: Brown also ad^essed Ijhe- 
council meeting, claimihg tli at 
two days after the petition had 
been circulated there was a 
“flurry of activity” around the 
lX)ultry farm... “perhaps coin­
cidental, perhaps not.”
“History has proven,” said Mr. 
Brown, “that once a complaint 
has been made ... the situation 
improves.”
“The question,” he said, “was 
whether proper procedures on a 
regular basis are going to be 
followed.”
Alderman Doug Boon, who 
lives near the farm, said that 
conditions “between three weeks 
and a month ago, were in- 
to!erable’\“They have now 
improved.”
MAKING AN EFFORT
In a memorandum to Louncil, 
municipal clerk 'fed Fairs said
that he had inspected the farm in 
; company;(with another-,staff 
member bn - the morning the 
petition was received.
The inspection procedure was 
described with the results 
showing“a definite improvement 
over the last inspection.”
“The inspection indicates”, the 
report concluded,“that Mr, Ghu 
(owner of the farm) is making a 
definite effort to control fly 
nuisance problem and is at­
tempting to follow the in­
structions of the Poultry 
Sanitation Committee ' and 
Metropolitan Board of Health.”
A report from the Greater 
Victoria Metropolitan Board of 
Health -- on an inspection made 
on May 1 -- confirmed Fairs 
report, concluding with the 
statement: “If this ontorpri.se 
continue.s to operate in the 
manner witnessed ... (there is) no 
cau.se for complaint,”
A Liquor Control Board 
plebiscite will be held in Central 
Saanich on Saturday. May 26.
Voters will be asked to approve 
the sale of beer, ale and stout for 
consumption on licensed 
premises. 60 percent approval is 
reqiured.
During a brief council 
discussion of the issue Monday, 
Mayor A.M. Galbraith said that 
this municipality has all other 
liquor licenses and will become 
“wet” (beer parlors will be 
allowed) if the vote goes through.
The Mayor added that the 
recent government proposal for 
establishment of “family pubs” 
(small public houses) has not yet 
been finalized but suggested that 
this category will probably not 
require a referendum.
Aid. Zachary Hamilton said 
that he hoped the local people will 
exercise sound judgement and 
vote the May 26 plebiscite 
“down.”
“People have the right to voice 
their own opinion” objected 
Lazarz.
. Mayor Galbraith said he did 
not feel he had the right to say 
whether or not a man can have a 
glass of beer.“This is why it has 
to go to referendum, if people 
want it, well and good.” 'The 
Mayor added that he could 
foresee problems however.
The petition for a plebiscite 
was presented to the Liquor 
Eontrol Board by Kenneth Geary 
of Brentwood Motel who collected 
names personally in a door-to- 
door canvass of the municipality,
If the plebiscite is approved by 
the required percentage of 
voters, Geary plans to construct 
a motor-inn with beer parlour, 




Grieve, Davis Oppose Increase
ALDERMAN'S COMMENTS 
LABELLED 'POLITICAL SPEECH'
Special to the Sidney Review 
BY GEORGE MANNING
For the first time in three years 
the mill rate is up in North 
Saanich.
With a total municipal budget 
of $686,954, the municipality is 
faced with the need to raise 
$315,655 through general taxation 
and an additional $23,0(X) from 
grants in lieu of taxes.
Most of the balance will be 
j derived through transfer 
payments from other levels of 
government — and by a transfer 
of $170,563 from the district’s own 
reserve funds. This last is an 
increase of nearly $100,000 over 
reserve funds transfers in last 
year’s budget of $70,742.
20‘/2 MILLS
Given final approval at Mon­
day’s meeting of council, the mill 
rate was established at 2OV2 
mills, a one mill increase over the 
rate of 19 V2 set in 1971 and 1972.
The only concerted debate 
during final approval of the 
budget came from alderman 
Paul Grieve, who was adjointed 
in voting against the by-law by 
Mayor Trevor Davis,
Certainly not filled with op- 
tomism. Grieve said that he. 
knew there was little chance of 
getting council to change its 
mind, but offered his opposition 
invany' case.;';;’
Grievefold his fellow aldermen 
that he was opposed to use of a,; 
mill rate increase for general 
purposes, and that such increases
UTOUMTIi:
The town of Sidney will play 
host to a major softball tour­
nament this week-end, sponsored 
by the Van Isle Mounties Softball 
Association.
Slated as part 'of the 
celebrations honoring the 
R.C.M.P, Centennial, the Van­
couver Island Police Softball
'Tournament, will commence at 
8:30 a m. on Saturday, May 12, 
with games throughout the day at 
Sanscha,''(
The Tournament is open to all 
municipal police and R.C.M.P. 
departments on Vancouver 
Island, withmore than ten teams 
already .entered.
should be justified by added 
services.
Specifically, he said, he was 
opposed to increases in alder- 
manic indemnities and many 
expenditures in the public works 
budget.
The amount that could have 
been pared from the operating 
budget could have been put into 
district reserves, said Grieve, 
claiming that council were 
contributing nothing to reserve 
funds.
Council were not providing for 
the future, he stated, yet were 
committing future councils to 
continue several on-going road 
projects. He further charged the 
majority of council with failure to 
follow previous policy that had 
resulted in the mill rate being 
held down;
COURT CASE
Aldermen Doug Boon and Nell 
Horth both made; reference to a 
pending“court case” as the 
reason for the increase, although 
neither would state specifically 
which case they were referring 
to. Presumably the remarks 
were in reference to a threatened 
suit by Charles a!. CowieTTree 
Service Ltd., arising out of a stop 
work order issued by council 
against a logging operation on the 
corner of West Saanich and 
Lands End Roads.'
Commenting on Mr. Grieve’s 
criticism of the annual budget, 
alderman Horth was chastised by . 
the Mayor for her remark; “I 
think (Grieve) made a very, very 
good political speech as far as he 
is concerned.” Other than a 
further reference to the court 
case, she offered no comment on - 
'the''-budget.
: Throughbut Grieve?s 
statement, and during further 
exchanges between Grieve and 
Horth, at least two aldermen 
continually called for the 
Continued on Page 3 ;
NEW COMPANY ORGANIZED; TO TAKE OYER CLARK BROTHERS MARINA
Berthing Space To Double By Next Year
ltY,IO.S||l'AI'i;ill.MU'n'EH
M»rliii' t':()iinr for ilic .Sldnoy U'-vii'W
noSUN’B MARINA LTD. 
manager Dick Chudloy's 
,4inile on Monday morning 
may have been due to the fact 
Ihnt his wife, Nan, had given 
birth to « son the previous day, 
(Review photo)
Operated by Stan and Henry 
Clark since it was fir.st built in the 
mid-fifties, the Tuehum' Harbour 
property known as (Hark 
Brotliors Marina has been sold to 
n newly formed company owned 
by fourteen Fenlmstila, Victoria 
and Voncouyer shareholders.
Directors of the nevV firm, 
Bosun’s Marina Ud,, include 
president Tony Leonard, Joe 
Spencer, Jack .Spencer, Jack 
Smith, Eric Fleming and Bill 
Kendall, as well as managing 
director Dick Chudley,
Cliudley fornierly operated 
ll()sim’s Oiarter.s ut the marina 
location and leased the store, gas 
dock facilities and Ixial works 
from the Clarks,
Ho will continue to he 
respon.siblo for llu; genenil 
ninnagernont of the coinple,'^.
Althouglr the group have no 
firm plans yet fordev'cloiinuuit of 
the JGai're i>oinl, work will iK'gin; 
in SeptcmlTor on o.vlension of the 
marina’s docking faci!iUe.H, The 
present docking capacity of 2,50 
bcrtlis will be douliled to ,500, with 
completion slated for - early in 
197'4,
'Die property, wliich includes 
tlie thirty six acre point of loud, 
docks, store, boatyard,, a large 
hou,se and .several eott,uge,s, ,was 
recently listed for salr ai 
.$000,000.
In addition to Dick Cliutlley, 
staff will include boatyard
maiuTger Horir (Drew tforiiuiijy 
service inaiufg(.>r at Canoe Cove 
Marina), boat ' salesmen , iDon 
Wliite f,uu.i Dennis A,shby, and 
.lobn I.ovetl ■■■• r(is|,)onslble for the 
operation of ll'ie eliiinrilery; aiki 
hardware de|iarlnieni.s,,: 
AIOVEDMIOM BHKN'rWOOn 
; l;lroh)ers>Stan and Henry Clark 
began their as.Hoclation with 
Jxiatlng on.the. Peninsula during 
the ItHlOs, when they opened m 
boatbuilding operation ; in; 
Brentwood Bay , 'TlieyAvere well- 
known for the quality of the 
wooden hulled I’essel.s l)uH! in 
their yard, and cnn.slrucled many' 
lile-hoats (luring llio .Second
World Will' ... unddr eontrad to
Hi(‘ l''(>dera| Government; Thev
moved to ’rsehum Harbour 
location In the mid-fiflios, 
developing a marina ami 
IxuTtyard on property that bad 
loimerly been the .site of a 
summer re.sidence, Among llio 
last eoiTiinercial builders of; 
.wooden boats in dlls area,; they: 
continued to manufacture fishing 
l,i(iatK,;|)airol vensels and similar 
cridl until llu! dramatic rise in 
fibreglass Ixml construction in 
die late )96()s,
Very optimistic aliout the 
future; potential of the now 
company, Dkdt Cliudley .said, ho 
e.xpecls it to develop with, the 
present increase in leisure time, 
(ind ilie sub.soquenl demand for 
Ixiat.s and boating facidlies.
IN A PHDTKCTED .SETTING in Tfiolium 
Harbour, the former Clark Brothers Marina will 
expand tills fidl to include floats or a total of .5(X)
Ijond), Tho mnrlnoi wan purchased recently by a
group of fourteen Vancouver 
businessmen, (Review Photo)
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Cltilis Im Met?lew
ST. PAUL’S u.c.w.
St. Paul’s U.C.W. met May 2, in 
ttie church hall. Mrs. Veitch 
opened the meeting with a 
reading “My Work’’.
, Donations were read by Mrs. 
Ostrom of the Bazan Bay Unit. 
Title-“Trust”.
It was reported that moulding 
had been installed in the Church 
and the outside was being 
painted.
Mrs. Parnell reported $9,397 
had been made from the sale of
used stamps for the “Help Stamp 
out Leprosy” program, and she 
would welcome any used stamps.
May 4-8 — the B.C. Conference 
will be held at Naramata.
The Leaders from the various 
units gave their monthly reports.
The meeting closed with the 





An interesting Boutique, in­
cluding Mothers’ Day gifts, will 
be featured at the Holy Trinity 
Church Guild Annual Coffee 
Party, Bake and Plant Sale, 
Saturday, May 12th at 10.30 a.m., 
Church Hall, Mills Road.
Mrs. M. Skinner displayed gifts 
so far received for the Summer 
Fair, to be held jointly by the two 
Churches of the North Saanich 
Parish, July 29. Mrs. Skinner is 
co-convening the Crafts Stall and 
asked that contributions be sent 
in to her by the middle of June.
O.A.P.O. NO. 25
Mrs. D. Pearson gave a brief 
report on the recent “Parksville 
2” Conference, attended by 48 
clergy and 77 laity of the Diocese, 
and chaired by the Bishop. They 
had studied together in group 
sessions the theme “Living the 
Faith” and it had been a won­
derful experience.
puts the gr^ss 
and eliminxes 
clippings! -
The one mower that cuts the 
grass, then cuts and re-cuts 
the clippings into a fine 
mulch'that disappears down 
into your lawn. No, bag to 
empty. No clippings to rake. 
No' dangerous discharge 
: chute. Faster, safer, cleaner 
■ than anything else you've 
. used. Available ■ in ■ 22'r self- 
j propelled, 22" and 18" hand- 
; propelled models. Bolens 
" Divisiop/;FMC Corporation.
The Old Age Pensioners 
Organization, No. 25, met on 
Thursday, May 3, in the Senior 
Citizens Centre, with seventy 
members in attendance.
A report was given on the 
Island Council meeting held in 
Nanaimo last month, and on the 
New Horizons Project — being 
sponsored by the Federal 
Government. The latter project 
will provide free bus tran­
sportation for elderly people on 
Tliursdays. A bus route has been 
mapped out to include Brent­
wood, Saanichton, Deep Cove and 
Sidney. Times and starting date 
will be announced later. The 
project is a pilot one, conceived 
by ten members of the O.A.P.O. 
and funded by a Federal grant.
A highlight of the meeting was 
the presentation of a membership 
to Mrs, Cora Powell, a charter 
member and active worker in the 
organization.
Mrs. Watts reported that she 
and her Committee had visitec 
all rest homes and the Hosptial, 
especially at Easter time, anc 
Mrs. Skinner and Mrs. Rawson 
had many lovely items on display 
for Dorcas Supply.
Mrs. W. Hemens has a large 
bag of used stamps now sorted 
and ready to go in to the Diocesan
Used Stamp Secretary. These 
stamps are sold and the money 
used in Care for the Elderly.
Mrs. Rogers read a letter from 
the Diocesan United Thank Of­
fering Secretary and reminded 
members to bring in contents of 
their boxes to the June meeting. 
Tea was served by Mrs. J. 
Rogers and Mrs. W. Booth.
PENINSULA
PLAYERS
by Vivian Wallace 
“A great experience for all of 
us, and lots of good, thorough, 
constructive criticism from the 
adjudicator, John Parker.”
This seems to sum up the 
feelings of all the Players in­
volved in the Vancouver Island 
Zone Drama Festival last week, 
at Col wood, and though we didn’t 
win any awards, we all felt we 
had gained much in experience. 
But when the awards w'ere 
presented on Saturday night 
Virginia Lace, who played the
Woman of Wisdom in our 
presentation of “Shroud”, 
received special mention for her 
part as 'supporting actress’.
It was a happy, successful 
festival with 15 plays presented 
by 13 clubs from as far away as 
Campbell River. Colwood 
Country Players, with Terry 
Moon as chairman and Bill 
Parker as stage manager 
deserve much commendation for 
the friendly efficient way the 
whole festival was handled. Quite 
a feat for a small club, in a small 
hall.
This was probably the last 
Festival to encompass so many 
clubs, as at the annual meeting of 
the Zone, held on Saturday af­
ternoon, it was decided to split 
into North and South. The South 
Island Zone, from Chemainus 
south, has on its new executive 
three members of the Players — 
Robin Edwards as its chairman, 
Diane Day as Secretary and 
Sandi Mc.Adam as treasurer.
Next on the list? We are 
already up to our ears in our next 
project: something different 
from the Peninsula Players and 
after the production meeting this 
week, you will be reading about 
this.
ST. ELIZABETH’S 
.St. Elizabeth’s Social Club 
meets May 17th in the Sacristy of 
the Church at 1.30 p.m. 
Newcomers to the parish are 
especially invited to attend and 
meet other ladies interested in 
developing parish activities. 
Assistance with the June 1st 
Strawberry Tea will be gratefully 
accepted.
T.O.P.S.
Tlie weekly meeting of the 
Sidney Take Off Pounds Sensibly 
Group met Monday May 7th at 
7:30 p.m. A car rally was planned 
for June. ‘‘Queen of the Month” 
for April was Mrs. Clara 
McAmmond who won a charm 
and bracelet. Mrs. Meryl 
Howard, area supervisor, will be 
guest speaker at the next 
meeting. All those interested in 
losing weight are welcome to join 
the club. Please contact either 




FOR SERV8CE AND QUALITY
FRESH LEAN
SPARE RIBS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . LB. 99
SLICED d’lTAt
SIDE BACON... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lb. o9
BULK
WIENERS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FARMER SAUSAGE. . . . . . 2 lbs. for H***
FRESH FROZEN
TURKEYS. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  LB 69*
HIND Ws BEEF
FREEZER SPECIAL ......................................
For service & quality shop the ‘2400 Block Beacon Ave.
656-5501
Open Daily 8:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m
=SPECIALIZING IN ;...




Sidney Garden Equipment 
r and Rentals
9773 - 5th Street y




A Rvunmage Sale will be held 
by St. Stephen’s A.C.W. in St. 
Stephen’s Hall, Mount Newton 
Crossroad, on Saturday, May 
12th, from 10:00 a.m'. to 12:00 
noon. There will also be a bake 
table, and coffee will be 
available. Proceeds from the sale 
are to go towards the purchase of 
stacking chairs for the hall: For 
ypick-up of donations to either the 
rummage sale or the bake table 






LUMBER, BUILDING SUPPLIES, 
HARDWARE
yilpilig 2046 KEATING CROSS ROAD
RICK BlAL^OWSK!
OPEN MON-FRIT:30 - 5:30 
SATURDAY 8:00-5:30
MADE: I^SSIBLE BY THE NEW- SEWER for: a new cul-de-saC subdv^
SYSTEM in Brentwood, this site development week, off Verdier Avenue.
: ‘:(Revicw;photo bv.'Gordoo Ewan)





June 16, July 14,28 
Aug, 11.
t9lEa. Twin or Double 
Includes‘ij! ' transportation, 
commodation, sightseeing, tour escort, 
Iree fun poekagea, aide trips to Lake 






$120 Double or Twin, 
tlMSinglc 
100 Milo House, prince George, JnsjMir, 
Kamloops ™ miles and miles of bnauliful 






The hlgWIghta of this 7<lay lour will he 
the Gulf Islands, Fraser Canyon, 
Shuswap Uko, Eagle Pass, Rogers 
Pass, Glacier, Toho, Hanft, Rrltlsh 
Columbia Lake Countryiii the 




By Land and Sea 
DepartiJuly 20nml3l 
FVomtsOO.lttDauble 
or Twin Per Person
Ci'uise to California on tlio spanking now 
P&O luxury liner, ''Kfiirlt of Ijondon" 
and return to Victoria aboard a deluxe 
B.C, Parlour Car Coach or drive to 
Californio on a B.C, Parlour CarTimr 
deluxo coach and cruise home on the 
"Spirit of l/mdon", Ttils great,ymlntloit 
packago net only offers you a fabulour 
aoa voyage but also two nights in Son 
FVancisco and tw two nights In l/)s 
Angeles, Both groups will enjoy a deluxe 
"night life' tour while In Sun irroncisco 
and a visit to Disneyland In Ixiit Angeles, 
plus gourmet meats while at seu,
ST. ANDREWS 
":-- ,:y& HOLY TRINITY : ■
Two ,new members were 
welcomed to the May meeting of 
.St. Andrew’s and HolyTrinity 
Afternoon Group Anglican 
Church Women -— Mrs. I. Mc- 
Clusky and Mrs. M. Baker. Mrs. 
D. Small, president, was in the 
chair and a report was received 
from Mrs. W. Briggs of a suc­
cessful Daffodil Tea. Mrs. Briggs 
thanked all who had helped in any 
way, and herself received a 
hearty round of applause,
Tlie next Deanery meeting will 
be on Monday, May 14 at St, 
Mary's, Metchosin, which 
Church will be celebrating its 
100th anniversary, and the W.A. 
its GOth birthday. As many as 
possible are urged to attend, 
commencing with Holy Com­
munion at 10,30 a.m. Tran­
sportation can be arranged.
Mrs. W. Brethovir led the 
Devotion period, and gave an 
animated account of the recent 
Garage Sale put on by the 60 
children in her neighlwurhood, in 
aid of the George Pearkes’ Clinic. 
'Hie sum of $53.80 had been 
renllacd from very small pur­
chases and members of the 
Golden Key Auxiliary had come 
out to Sidney to receive the 
proceeds and meet the children. 
Five dollars liad been sent to the 
Cancer Ilesearch Fund and llio 
Balance to Iho George Pearkes 
Clinic. Mrs. Brothour thanked all 






Brentwood proved to be a 
popular location last weekend 
when a large number of 
professional photographers 
convened at Brentwood Inn for a 
seminar.
Some seventy members of 
Professional Photographers 
Association of British Columbia 
along with twenty-six 
photography school students 
from B.C, and Alberta heard 
speakers and attended demon 
strations of modern photographic 
techniques by lecturer.s from 
California, Texas and 
Washington, More than a hun­
dred participated in the awards 
banquet and dance. Tlie seminar 
was iield in Brentwood Inn while 
the print show was displayed in 
Brentwood Cfimmiinity Hall.
mainly on the pre-requisites to " 
becoming successful in the 
production and sale of large size 
wall portraits.
Honorary Fellowships were 
bestowed on Russ Cluft of 
Bellingham, Washington: and 
Dick Colby of ’Victoria,
Attending from Sidney was 
Jane Sloan who is a member of 
the board of directors of the B.C. 
Association, Mrs. Sloan ha,s 
recently opened a studio on 
Beacon Avenue,
BEACON PLAZA Free Carnations Sat. May 12 ^ SIDNEY, B.l




lA’ctl Tidymtm, M. Pholog. of 
I'Yosno, Cnllfornin gave pmclicnl 
demonstrations of his earlier tnllc 
on outdoor ixirtrailure when tlie 
photographers accompanied him 
to Bulchnrt’s Gardens along with 
three lovely models.
The other two speakers, Ken 
Wliitmire, M. Pholog, Cr. of 
Yakima. Washington and Ed 
Calson, M. Pholog. Cr. of DaUaH, 














385-9822 Waltz LengthGowns ■ym-
All the charm ,'ind wEirnith of old F^nqlish 
coi'tiniics, tveup ciipacitv. Boxed for ensy 
nift givinq, Mom will love 
this unique (]ilt horu. ^ AA
SPECIAL . Each^ 








inailUOHTlh 3,(100 mila* ruaturlnd 
Cannrin'H Gulf lalantia, fabulour lYaaor 
Canyon, hUlorIc Cariboo Highway, 
Princo Owirgo, John Harl Highway, 
Dawson Ooak, llixlwn llopv snd lh« 
irnmoniloui B«nn«U Damslte. Quosnvl, 
Uoikervilk of 0«lf Itasli fame, Nicota 
Vallay, IVincMon. Allison Foss ond 
Manning l*ark, atm Iho southorn Trana- 
IVovinela) lllghwiy.
We Love AAama Too, Spend Mothers Day
with us af '
.special 
Each
Nylon tricot, Ui dopier 
over lay front, Aiisorted 
siytes. Assorted lace 
and embroidery trim,- 






A gilt pnckiiflo 
‘" of 4 loufis with 
flowflr nrounrt 




SPECIAL i Itt 
Each I*''
Fanoy cono shnpod 
plastio contoimtr 
with orenmontnl 
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Pleatiinf) flitl. for Mom, 
Gii.'tlily tmthroldered 
lullow cases, in assoried 
desiflnr,. Pllo packed in 
(wirs, Outsuindino val












Sei'vud'fi'um' \Z noon tu' the;' BaiUiUcl Room'.'"
CHEF PAVIA WILL FEATURE GOURMET SPECIALS IN THE 
PATRICIA DINING ROOM 4 PM TO 11 PM
Wiili h




Hove A Happy Day
AOr«cllv« cuahlone In an 
naiortmonl of decor color*. 
Butlon ceoU'O wolh plcaltd cf-, 
fmH P>‘’ rminii I
. i nu (u.iH, lup, Chun.,! (,)t 
(iftni!,. Si/os 13 it» 20.
Each 6.99
A ill or, tie it I iptt for
Mother it foitrin 
ttf. PhtuCd fit 
IntiiiC'i .ti'id foliirt,
[5 M L Gi|i,u Vi'tlun5'
Each 3-99
Tvvc) h.ihtllM •.watuti'i hits,
(rrirni'i fieeniriti, ? 
/i|.ip*H c.omp.tr iref'ftti, 
Hiuiclv ,vi(i\e (), wfi, Ktos 
f irt ‘‘,h, Uitteihi.M , ..VVitiiB, 
ip own. ■■ QQ
Each
,t . .... ’■>'>> ■ il
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KOAl) PETITION 
A petition from residents of Mt. 
Newton Cross Road between East 
Saanich Rd. and West Saanich 
Rd. has protested to Central 
Saanich Coiuicil that road con­
ditions are “imcomfortable and 
uneconomical” and requests that 
a fair share of taxpayer’s money 
be spent on road maintanence.
Aid. Tom Michell said that new 
ditching was planned for Mt. 
Newton Cross Rd. but said there 
was no money in the budget for 
ne\v construction.
Aid. Percy Lazarz iwinted out 




YES, WE HAVE BEEN APPOINTED
DEALER FOR THE SIDNEY AREA
WHITE'S TELEVISION LTD.
SIDNEY’S HOME ENTERTAINMENT CENTER
2363 BEACON AVE. 656-3012
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 63 (SAANICH)
CONTINUING EDUCATION
WANTED
INSTRUCTORS -- CompettMit to impart their skills (commercial.
vacational, fine lu ts, domestic arts, hobbies. Crafts, etc.) to others. .Cer­
tification as a teacher is not a prerequisite to teach.
IDEAS — as we are preparing our fall and winter night school program now
YOU can HELP please teiephon© 656-1111




May 14-18 $25 Daily - Towards purchase ] 
May 19-30” McClary Electric Range
Taste Our BARON of BEEF








Saturday May 12 
? Monday May 14;^
Tuesday May 15
Wednesday May 16





Volley Ball, Table Tennis 
Ip.m. Knitting 
2p.m. Jacko
7 p.m. 1 Evening Cards -
Centre closed Today only 
10 a.m. Quilting
Swimming at Sidney Hotel 
A2:30 ; Ceramics ■:
1 p.m. French Conversation
2p.m; Games & Cards
10a.m,v Painting—-Oils
Serenaders Practice
1 p.m. Painting — Watercolours 
Wliist
Bowling at Sidney Lanes 






FLY A KITE . ...
AT LEAST NOT , 
NEAR THE AIRPORT
Following an item in the 
Review last week outlining basic 
safety rules for kite fliers, a 
further safety consideration — 
particularly important on the 
north end of the Peninsula — has 
been brought to our attention.
.High flying kites can pose a 
serious hazard to airplanes, and 
for this reason the R.C.M.P. are 
called in several times each year, 
says Corporal Ken Morrison, to 







Major problem area seems to 
be Tulista Park, located under 
the Sidney International Air­
port’s main runway.
Tickets now on sale for trip to Quamichan Inn, May 3lst. Morning 
•coffee, light lunches and afternoon tea served every day Monday to 
Friday with a special Hot Dinner each Wednesday. Senior Citizens of 
the District and visitors welcome.
MILL RATE UP
Coni in lied from Page 1
Chief aircraft controller Carl 
Smith, in charge of the local 
airport’s control tower, told the 
Review that, while there is no 
specific regulation prohibiting 
kite flying near airfields, kites 
have been posed problems in the 
past, Wlien this occurs, the 
R.C.M.P. are contacted to find 
tho other end of the string — and 
ask the person holding it for their 
cooperation in eliminating the 
hazard.
Brentwood Notes
Miss Terry Crotty of Van­
couver, whose marriage to Mr. 
Brian Vernderkracht will take 
place in the Our Lady of the 
Assumption (liurch, Brentwood, 
on June 30th, was guest of honour 
at a surprise shower on Friday , 
May 4th, given by Mrs. P. 
McGaughey ,1515 Keating Cross 
j Roadi assisted by her daughters 
Penny and Pam McGaughey. 
One of the real surprises of the 
evening was the attendance of 
her sister, Mrs; Patricia Hawkes 
who had come over from Van­
couver for the shower. (3orsages 
were presented to the bride-to-be, 
the bridegroom’s mother, Mrs. 
Margaret Vanderkracht, and the 
bride’s sister. There were 
twenty-five ladies present, and 
the rooms were prettily 
decorated with spring flowers. 
The lovely gifts were given in an 
umbrella decorated in pink net by 
Mrs. Laura Wood, who also 
decorated the lovely heart- 
shaped shower cake.
her father, Mr. John Bradley, 
Durrance Road.
Mr. and Mrs. Cuthbert Brown . 
of 7139 West Saanich Road, ac­
companied by their daughter 
Miss Margaret Brown of Vic­
toria, enjoyed a few days’ holiday 
at Easter with their daughter and 
son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. W.A. 
Ellison in Prince George.







in Sidney and you're invited to help us celebrate d 
week of May I4th to J8th,
Miss Helen Bradley of Qucsnol 
.spent the Easter holidays with
question to be put and evidenced 
dismay with the debate, 
$50.000FOIMUJILDING 
Major increases in tho annual 
budget include approximately 
$50,000 for extensions to the 
municipal hall, an additional 
$8000 for general government (up 
to nearly $111,000 from $103,o(K)), 
a ten per coni increase in the cost 
of police and fire protection (to 
$88,040) and an increase in 
contingency reserves of more
WltlClilTlllt/llMSflC.
WEW'
North and South Saanich 
Agricultural Society , has 
requested a nieeting with Central 
Saanich Council to disciLSS a 
Berica of new proposalsr 
llie Siiciely would like all 
properly it owns to be designated 
exhibition grounds, a water 
connection to bo loeated near the 
cattle and 4-H building, widening 
of tho adjoining Simpson Road, a 
now licensing arrangement lor 
the fair grounds and leasing of a 
two-acre road allowance for use 
during the fair.
rjouncil will meet with the 
Society executive on May 15.
than $20,000 (to $31,585 from 
$93951 - pre.sumably reserved 
for the ‘coiirt case’ mentioned 
during debate.
IneludinfT, the $50,000 for omi- 
striiction at the municipal hall, 
the capital expenditure funds 
wore increased a total of $75,024, 
Approximately $15,ooo of this 
increase is In the area of road and 
drainage conslrucUon — n 
$100,000 item in the 1973 tnidgel.
The budgeted amounts for 
environmental health services, 
public health and social welfar<5 
all decline a total of more than 
$15,000. ^
In addition to tlie municipal 
budget re<|ulrements, the district 
is aLso responsible for raising 
I'linds for .schools (541,142), the 
Regional Hospital District 
(10,720), the Municipal Finance 
Authority ($237) and the water 
utility ($3600), making the tolul 
amount of money r(?quired from 
North Saanich tax-payers 
$1,242,653.
SIDNEY TIRE
To mark 25 years of service in Sidney, we're holding an 
Open House all week long and we'd like you to come!





Do drop in and join us for coffee: and cake, any time during 
our convenient banking hours, the week of May :l4th to
WHEEL BALANCE SPECIALIST
■9817'' IlESTHAVEN' ■■fiKd-lSli’
Professional Service With 
That Personal Touch
(Monday to Thursday 
10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
Friday 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Francis
Wclluy oiulSellu 
Old China, Silver. 
Eiirniture 
and Hrk'iibrae
9812 -ith Street, Sidney 
Plionefi,56-3515
CROTEAU HOMES LTD.
— IMMEDIATE POSSESSION —
2-3 Bedroom Homes on Weller Ave.




The First Canadian Bank
CAN BE PURCHASED WITH LOW DOWN PAYMENT
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Tell Us Why
While some criticism may be made of this 
newspaper’s role in covering special meetings of 
municipal councils' and the school board, the fact 
remains that such meetings are seldom publicized 
ahead of time — with the result that members of the 
general public are usually unaware of them.
Short of visiting municipal halls every day, to 
determine if such a meeting has been scheduled —- and 
duly posted as required by law — residents have no 
means of ensuring that they attend all municipal 
government deliberations.
Throughout most of the year, this sort of situation is 
not too important; for special meetings are rare and 
their subject matter quite often consists of items which 
require expediency, but are not of major importance.
Such is not the case, however, during the annual 
budget debates — just corhpleted by all three Peninsula 
municipal councils and the Saanich Peninsula School 
Board.
Because of the usually prolonged debate, and often 
because these groups are late’in setting their annual 
estimates, special sessions are required in order to meet 
Provincial regulations regarding the number o ’ 
meetings that must be held — and still meet the requirec 
deadlines.
The result, far too often, is that the real meat 
discussion takes place largely out of the public eye.
Both Gentral Saanich and North Saanich councils 
approve^ their annual budgets at meetings held Monday 
■ evening.'-
In the Southern municipality, discussion was limited 
to laudatory remarks (albeit well-deserved) for finance 
committee chairman Jean Butler. At no time were the 
actual nuts and bolts of the annual estimates debated.
Saanich, attempts by alderman Paul (Jrieve 
to continue discussion of the budget up for adoption were 
labelled ‘politics’by one alderman, and annoyed several 
others. The prevailing attitude seemed to be one of 
“We’ve heard all this before.’’
That may well be, but the spectators in the gallery and 
the lone reporter at the press table had not heard it 
before — and would have welcomed some discussion 
between members of council that might have provided 
insight into the reasons for certain planned ex- 
penditures;::-'J\':''y:;.V:. v:'" _
While no concerted disagreement seemed apparent in 
Central Saanich^^^t^^ argument applies.
future years, council members might 
consider that their tax-paying residents would like to 
know not only how much they will pay, but why.
0
"LC>CAL butcher shopy\CTm OF'SMASHX
TO THE EDITOR
‘Hey! Ambrose! FergetTh’Jools! IFoun’ Somethin’ Lots More Valyoobl!
SAANICH CENTRE HELPS PEOPLE
TO HELP PEOPLE
Special to the Sidney Review 
BY SUSAN R. WILTHORPE
Editor, The Review, Sir:
Re: Ms. Wary Townsend’s 
letter accusing me of petulant 
wailing to the press regarding the 
Annual meeting of the Deep Cove 
Water District.
We had to wait for the auditor 
to arrive, which held up the 
meeting for about fifteen 
minutes, to read the annual 
financial statement. Then Mr. 
Archibald, saying he was not a 
financial man or words to that 
effect, and so could not answer 
any questions revelent to it. Tliat 
was bad enough.
But when the chairman called 
for nominations to elect two 
members to the Board and 
ballots were handed out without 
any check as to who was entitled 
to vote, that really roused me.
I would suggest to Ms. 
Townsend if she wanted to be 
amused, she should attend a 
humorous show or buy some 
funny papers, To me an annual 
meeting is serious business. To 
conduct it in alight and enjoyable 
manner to me would arouse 
suspicion.
By this I am not suggesting 
that anything is wrong. I would 
certainly say thank you to anyone 
capable, to serve on a Board
PUBLIC TH ANKS ' 
Mayor A.M, Galbraith said that 
he would like to publicly thank 
the Saanich Police Force for their 
“terrific job” in coming to the aid 
of Central Saanich Police in the 
stabbing incident two weeks ago. 
The Mayor intimated that a 
report on the whole situation will 
be made public shortly.
without compensation. 
Lewis Harvey 
1448 Lands End Rd.
Editor, The Review, Sir:
The letters I send to you by no 
means can be described as 
calligraphic; nevertheless hoi 
polloi could scarce become hoi 
frolloi, which you have me 
spelling. Perhaps you were 
feeling frolicsome? But why pick 
on me? One of the hoi< polloi and a 
perhaps exuberant member, I 
was an appreciator of the Irish­
man who wrote home from New 
York. This is a fine country; one 
man is as good as another here. 
And a damned sight better! 
Maybe there is no meaning to the 
expression these days and it 
should be in the discard.
As this may be; in the waste- 
basket.
F.A, 'Phornley.
Join the Throng 
at the
77th Annual Meeting 
of the
FAMILY & CHILDREN’S 
SERVICE
7 p.m. Wed. May 16,1973 
Fellowship Hall 





The Government is taking 
over the Greater Victoria 
Family & Children’s Service 
so this is the last annual 
meeting.
Courses in macrame and 
Chinese cookery are useful for 
leisure time activities but a 
course in parenthood woidd be 
more to the point in today’s 
society according to one staff 
worker at the Saanich Mental 
Health Centre.
The sprawling shingled 
building at Royal Oak held open 
house last week in order to show 
the public some of the ways in 
which the seven staff members 
extend a helping hand to shore up 
personal and family problems. 
The remark about parenthood
mPMENT FOR AIR CAN ABA MAN
Retiring after 30 years of 
service as station agent with Air 
Canada, Ai't Brown of Sidney was 
given a rousing farewell at a 
party in his honor at Hotel Sidney 
last month.
Over 80 guests attended the 
banquet and M Wilson, Air 
Canada Customer Service 
Manager was master of 
ceremonies.
Brown was given an emobssed 
wallet and key case by his em­
ployers presented by Ray 
Lamont and “numerous hand-, 
fuls" of crisp one-dollor bills 
from friends! Pacific Western 
Airlines repreaentatiVO Al Cock- 
burn gave him a “positive pass" 
for part of a trip soon to be taken 
to Hawaii, and a speech was 
made by Dan Butler, passenger 
agent. v. -■' 
Tiioso present included Capt. 
Davie Molr; Capt. Vick Wills, 
flight dispatcher Bill Beyon, 
cargo agents from Vnneouvor 
Doug Slade and Alftc Page, 
Customs officers including Cliff 
Gregory, Alec Effa, Jim Mar-
came from social worker 
Dorothy Gislason, who feels that 
in today’s mobile society, young 
couples are often stranded 
without the aid of grandparents, 
and more isolated in densely- 
populated ares than they would 
be in a small town where 
everybody gets to know their 
neighbour.
“I think parental skills should 
be taught as part of the high 
school curriculum” added Mrs. 
Gislason.
Visitors to the Health Centre 
learnt that about thirty percent of 
those who come for help at the
By Mary Kierans
chilli and Norm Ricketts,
Mr, and Mrs; Brown’s two sons, 
I>oug and Ron were among those 
present at the parly, and flowers 
for theoccaKion were provided by 
Pacific Flowers (Ray 
Wooldridge) a long-time business 
unseclatc.
; ; I’M,FINE,
lliero is noUilng whatever the matter with me,
I’m Just as heaithy as 1 can be.
I have urUirlUs in back and Itnces,
And when Unlk, Itnlk with a wheeze.
My pulse Is weak; my blood is thin,
But I’m awfully well for tho shape I’m in.
My loeth eventually had to come out,
And my diet I liato to think ntxmt,
I'm overwelgjil and I can't get tliin,
My appetite io sure to win.
But I'm awfully well for the shape I’m in.
Arch supports 1 iiave for my fed 
Or I wouldn’t Ivo able to go on the street 
SHoop is denied mo night after night 
And every morning I’m a sight:
My memory Is falling, my head’s in a spin,
But I’m awfully well for the shape I’m in.
The moral is Rila as the tale we unfold,
That for all Umse who are growing old 
It's better to say “Fm fine." with a grin.
'Iban tolet folks know the Mhape you're In,
Author Xiiidmown
“A well-written life is almost as 
rare as a well spent one! 
(Carlyle)/
So, it’s a good day when you 
find two new books, that give 
lively self-portraits of well known 
and fascinating people, and both 
available from the Sidney-North 
Saanich Branch of the Regional 
Library. “Well written, well 
spent” certainly characterize 
BLACKBERRY WINTER: MY 
EARLIER YEARS, by Margaret 
Mead. Dr. Mead is one who 
has spent most of her life 
studying and writing about the 
lives of other peoples - their 
social customs, mores, family 
life and beliefs, In BLACK­
BERRY WINTER she gives us an 
affectionate account of her 
childhood, her parents and her 
grandmother. She recalls the 
groat influences during her 
college yem\s of the famous 
anthropologists Franz Boas and 
Hull) Benedict Her ,sub.scquenl 
career reflected their (eaclimgs.
How fascinating it is to read the 
background story to the writing 
of the books about the South 
Sens; Coming of Age in Samoa, 
and Growing Up in New Guinea. 
Here she describes her iiersonal 
adventures rather than the 
scientific discoveries. And she 
includes a number of 
photograpliH, It was most unusual 
in the 1920’s for a young woman to 
go alone to study primitive ixfople 
in faraway places, Even her 
mentor. Boas, was opposed to it;
Margaret Mend writes in a 
straightforward way about her 3 
marriages, and her home life, 
siwmt largely in isolated places.
Her only child, a daughter, was 
born when she was 38, just as 
World War II was breaking.
BLACKBERRY WINTER 
recounts only the years up to 
World War II. However, a final 
chapter describes her delight at 
becoming a grandmother, and 
hints at some of her later work - 
of a life truly well spent!
A forward written by a father 
to his son’s auiobiography may 
not be unique, but it is certainly 
something of a rarity. Laurence 
Walts has done this for IN MY 
OWN WAY by Alan Watts. He 
touches what many feel in 
reading Alan Walts’ books: “Die 
lucidity with which he speaks - 
and writes - of matters which are 
enormously difficult to express in 
words is amazing,”
IN MY OWN W.'VV is an apt 
title for Alan Watts has always 
done things in his own way - 
■M'rvorse .sometimes, but honest 
and sincere. Ho ha.s beconie 
known and respected as an 
astute, readable interpreter of 
Eastern plulosopliy for Western 
reader.s. His many Ixioks include: 
Tlie Way of '/eiv. Tlie Two Hands 
of God, and The Rook.
This autobiography de.scribes 
his happy chiidhood, his con­
version to Buddliism at age 13, 
hi,s training and career as an 
Episcopal minister, his travels 
and writing., and his role In the 
‘'Coun t er - c u 11 ur e ". Like 
Margaret Mead’s work, it covers 
only part of hi.s life, so (or readers 
who enjoy both tiiese new hooks, 
the prospects for sequel volumes 
are good,
Royal Oak building do so on their 
owTi initiative. About 50 percent 
are referred there by family 
doctors and others are sent by 
schools, ministers and social 
workers.
The staff, headed by Dr. John 
Wood, administrator and 
psychiatrist, assesses and 
diagnoses problems, provides 
treatment and follow-up care.
Entirely financed by the 
provincial government, the 
Saanich unit serves rural areas 
including the Peninsula and the 
Gulf Islands. Once a week, a 
branch clinic is held in Sidney on 
Thursday afternoons from one to 
Tour ; p.m. with Mrs. Doreen 
; Appleton in charge.
WOMENTSOLATED/;; 
f One of the causes of mental 
iunhappiness is agraphobia, or 
Tear of open places, a condition 
found frequently among women 
Who become isolated in their 
homes. Mrs. Appleton and social 
worker Agusta Newton-White 
work with two groups called 
COPE to help those who become 
withdrawn and depressed 
“Sometimes men suffer this 
condition,” said Mrs. Gislason, 
“but because of our culture, 
women run more risk of being 
cut-off.”
Saanich Centre staff helped thi 
Saanich Peninsula Guidance 
Association get on its feet about a 
year ago. Now a flourisliing 80- 
1 member group, the Association 
has been active in establishing 
courses in communications for 
the general public and coiuv 
sellors through the Continuing 
Education night school program 
of this .school district.
“Wc are working mainly in the 
field of prevention” says one 
member, Rev. Hori Pratt. “Why 
wait until people are in trouble 
Course.s have included lecture 1 discussions with Gerry Guest, 
Saanich School District coun 
.sellor and have drawn a healthy 
allendance. hr Seplemlier, a 
series taiiglit by Dr, Ron Tinaey, 
UVic professor on “Peoplo- 
making” has already been 
arranged by the School District, 
In addition to another “Parent 
Effectiveness Training.”
Rev, ITatt agrees wttli social 
worker (lislason that more
courses in human relations 
(including philosophy of 
parenthood) should be taught at 
high school level. “Learning to 
listen to people and to be aware of 
others is more important than 
learning arithmetic” says Pratt.
The S.P.G.A. is working on the 
problem of isolated families in 
today’s urbanized society by 
discussing the possibility of 
“family clusters” in which small 
groups including children and 
older people meet once a week, 
perhaps to share a meai, talk and 
listen to each other.
The Saanich Centre Has also 
organized a “childhood 
workshop” for pre-school 
mothers, helps with the ‘‘cor­
nerstone” community: centre in
Cordova Bay, the White Cross 
Mental Health centre in Victoria, 
and the Citizens’ Counselling 
Centre which holds winter 
training sessions lor marriage 
counsellors and the general 
public.
The staff also includes Dr. 
Harold Vender, psychologist, and 




Rev.Ivan H. Fuller 
652-2812
Sunday May 13 
St, Mary’s
9:45 a m. Family Communion 
ST. STEPHEN’S 








EMILY CARR HOME 
OPEN TO PUBLIC
On ITiday, May 4th, from 11:00 
a.m. to 3:00 p.m., the B.C. Indian 
Arts Society will hold Open House 
in the Emily Carr Home, 207 
Governniont Street (corner 
Simcoe), Victoria.
Visitors will be able to view the 
Home and see display.s of various 
forms of art, both Indian and non- 
Indian, Hofreshments will be 
served, morning and afternoon. 
Proceeds of voluntary donations 
will augment the Sociely’-s 
bursitry and scholarship funds 
for Indian students.
'His llonouf the . Lieutonant- 
Govern, Walter S. Owen, Q.t,^, 
Lt..!),. the Soeiely's Patron, and 





Rev. K.% Ridgway, Pastor
We invite you to attend and 
enjoy the teaching from God’s 














Sunday May 13th 
ST. ANDREWS CHURCH 
9682 3rd St. SIDNEY 
: 00 a .m. Holy Communion 
11.15a.m. Morning Prayer
& Sunday School 
Thursday 9.00 a.m. Holy 
Communion
HOLY TRINITY CHURCH 
PatriciaBay
10.00 a .m. Choral Comm union 
& Sunday School 
656-4870 656-3223
Rev. R. Sansom; 









Prayer Al’rniso Tluirsilay Kiinip.in 
Yimmih I’wple Krtilay Ti'.inpui.




SIDNEY AND NORTH 
SAANICH 
Rev. R. Horr Pratt 
Chui'ch Office - 656-3213 
Manse - 656-1930 
ST.JOHN’S DEEP COVE 
Service of Worship 9:30 a.in. 
ST. PAUL’S SIDNEY




Rev. John M. Wood, B.A. 
Church Office ’ 65'2-‘2713 
Manse 652-'2748
SHADY CREEK, 7180 East 
Saanich Road.




Fines have been paid by throe 
Nanaimo and Parksvilk- 
rcsidents charged under the 
IJltcr Act with (lumping garbage 
on B.C. Hydro rights-of-way,
Tlie pro.secntions followed an 
increase in the mimher of sm-li 
offences being eommilled on 
Vancouver Island. There has 
been an Island wide increase in 
the prat'Pee of d^'pevipng, enr 
parts and bodies, discarded 
appliances and other junk items, 
as well m household garbage, on 
lrunsmis.si(m (me i ighis-ol-wuy, 
B,C. Hydro intends to take full 
advantage of provisions of tin.' 
Litter Act and will piu.‘.i'(.:ule 
anyone dumping gaGsig*' on a 
right-of-way, indicates Ed 
Marzoeco, Hydro production 
manager on Vaneomer island, 
rVoseemions will iHv enlered
jting'ijtterbuos
regardless of when the garbage 
vvas dumped.
PerBons convicted under the 
Litter Act are liable to a fine of 
not more than $3fi(), or to a term of 
imprisonment not exceeding .si.x 
month?., or Iwth.
, Household garbage left on a 
right-of Avay constiiulcs a healili 




' CANADIAN ' , 
CANCER SOCIETY .
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The largest independent, 
family owned and controlled 
etiauLin Canada. Siind.s since 
iiUi, You are wekoua.; ,ts.> 
come in to any of our chapels 
and see the reverent 
sunoundings,
THE CHURCH OF
JESUS CHRlvST OF 
LATTER DAY SAINTS 
SIDNEY IIRANCH
Menu III I^MIlllm IImII iOiUI • Uh Slii>|.l.
Sunday School uciSn.m. 
Sncraincnl Service 11.13 am,
lilliiiilonitrlt'if. 6M>..'iiiK0 '
THE BO.VHD OF IHUIX'TfmS
■ : OF,,
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19:43 aim, Sunday Bible School
n '.OOn.m. Morning Worship










7.30 p.m. Wednesday Prayer 
ALI/AHE WELCOME 



















9.;»() il .in The Uird's Supper 
il.odii.m, hamilyHihlellour 
and Sunday .School '
7,(iii|).m. Evening SLirvlce 
Wednesday
8 p.m Prayer k Hilde .Study 






11 a.Ill, iliiy I'liiiiMMiiiiiiii 
t1iiiri)h Sihiiitt
REV. CANON J. ROGERS
Peace Lutheran Church
229SWEILEIIAVE, 
Morning Service 9.00a.m. 
Sunday School 10,00 a.m. 
Thursday • Bible aaRS » p m. 
PASTTRl RON KOCH






1660 ELK LAKE DRIVE
TUESDAY AFTERNOON at Mt. Newton Cross Rd. and Pat Bay Highway.
Two accidents at Mount 
Newton Cross Rd. and Pat Bay 
Highway required ambulance 
attendance last week. One on 
May 1 involved a Vancouver 
couple, Mr. and Mrs. M. Wickett 
and a truck belonging to Barker 
Landscaping, Victoria.
The Wicketts were both taken 
to hospital for treatment and 
damage to the two vehicles 
totalled $3,000. The Vancouver 
driver is being charged with 
making a left turn when unsafe to 
do so.
Mrs. Helen Ramsay of Victoria 
is still in hospital as a result of the 
accident May 4 at the same in­
tersection. Tlie Ramsey car was 
proceeding north when it collided 
with a car driven by Louise 
Shields, Washington, U.S.A. 
crossing on Mt. Newton in a 
westerly direction. Damage 
totalled $5,500.
Oil spilled onto the engine of an 
overturned car caused fire to 
break out and totally demolished 
the car owned by Dave Wright, 
CFB Esquimau, in an accident on 
West Saanich Road May 5. The 
vehicle went out of control on a 
corner near McTavish and rolled 
into the ditch. Charges will be 
laid.
On May 8, a car driven by 
Samuel Henry, Duncan backed 
into a car parked on the opposite 
side of Beacon, belonging to Ross 











Cut flowers and potted plants
ANNUALS; 
Marguerites: Chrystanthemums

















COME IN AND BROWSE
CORMISH'S BOOK 
AMD ST AXIOM ERY LTD
Flour
Robin Hood
20 lb. bag.. ....
$|59
2410 Beacon 656-2931
FRIDAY MORNING at Mow’s Hill on Pat Bay Highway.
PENINSULA TENNIS SCENE
Now that the longer evenings 
are with us, the opportunity to 
play tennis becomes available to 
more people and the Centennial 
Park courts are once again the 
gathering point for those who like 
To'play.-'v "-i-
Saanich Peninsula Tennis Club 
members are now meeting 
regularly on Tuesday and 
Thursday evening 7 p.m. to 9 
p.m., for “fun” tennis, and for 
“getting acquainted”. How many 
people do you know who would 
play “if only” they had some 
opponent or partner? There is no 
obligation to join the Club, just go 
down and have fun, and let the 
Qub sell itself, They’ll be pleased 
to see you.
From the “fun” tennis, it is 
hoped there will arise a com­
petitive section, which is really 
only concentrated fun after all, 
From internal competition, there
by T;J. Ireland
is the natural progression to 
competition with other clubs. It 
would be good to see that later oh 
this year, and would you 
believe that they are mostly only; 
enthusiasts and not experts? Just 
like you!^
A delegation from the Club met 
with the Central Saanich 
Recreation Commission recently 
in an attempt to determine the 
relative positions. From that 
meeting, certain points seem to 
require clarification and the 
following hopefully will achieve 
that:
1. The Saanich Peninsula 
Tennis Qub does not consider 
itself a private club. It is open to 
all Peninsula residents, and has 
an absolute minimum fee 
structure to encourage 
maximum participation,
2. 'Die fact that the Club now 
centers its activities on the
PAT BAY LITTLE LEAGUE 
MAJOR LEAGUE SCORES
Centennial Park courts imposes 
an obligation to respect and 
respond to the wishes of Central 
Saanich taxpayers insofar as the 
use of the courts is concerned. 
'This obligation is recognized, and 
accordingly a specific request for 
time for recreational play has 
been withdrawn. In addition, 
IVIrs. N. Sealey of the Recreation 
Commission will act as advisor to 
the Club’s Director of In­
struction.
The liaison between the Club 
and the Recreation Commissions 
is most desirable and is off to a 
good start. Hopefully it can be 
extended to meet all future 
requirements.
Interesting Information, (from 
International Lawn Tennis 
Rules)
A championship court requires 
space behind each base line of not 
less than 21 feet and at each side 
of not less than 12 feet,
GI> W T L pts.
Bombers 3 2 1 0 5
Engles ^ 3 2 1 0 5
Aces 4 2 0 2 4
Braves 3 2 0 1 4




GI» W T I. IHs
Shrimps 2,'2 0 0 4
Mots 2 1 (1 1 2'
Expos 2■ r 0 1 2
Spitfires ■ L: 1 0 0 2' ■ ■
Royals ■ " .-'2' 0 0 2 0






2392 Boacon Avo. 
(156-5311
and
A PLANT BY ANY 
OTHER NAME...
Central .Saanich municipality 
will officially celebrate tlio 
opening of its new sewage 
treatment plant this Saturday 
with free bus lours to the site, 
refreshments at the Hall 
9|>ecche8.
Aid, Zachary Hamilton, 
with Aid, Jean Butler 
organized the ceremony, 
protested on Monday that the 
plant name should bo changed to 
a more ecological title “pollution 
control centre" (as in Sidney).
“IjOt’s be individualistic” said 
Aid. Butler.
"T.4}1'9 get it into operation” 
said Mayor A,M. Galbraith,
who
has





Tho Firm to contact
HOURIGANS
CAHPE'I^ ik LINOS 
LTD.
tlSPoadora — 386-2 (M
At tSTATI!
What Makes 
A House Sell Fast?
: .loiiN unucE ,,
SIDNF.Y REALTY LTD,
H is a tiihe-lionored axiom hr the real estate profession that 
“there is a buyer (or every house" - a fact that presently 
iKjcornos apparent to anyone engaged lor any length of time In 
marketing home properties.
Why, then, are some lioiises it problem to sell, remaining on 
the market for many months wlille other's sell rendlly'Mf there 
Is a Imyer for every house, then what happeited to the hu.vers of 
these houses?
nie explannlion usually lle.s with the fact that they were 
in»pro|N)rly hsled, A misjudgement may leler lw corrected, of 
course, but by then the best prospects have come and gone and 
valuable lime has been lost.
The three haslc points of every listing are the proper price, 
terms and conditions; most selling problems originate from 
mistakes on these points.
A fair priee I'- forenierf, hn'T-d on the type of heu'^e, U'crittnn 
and condition, If a fair price is first established, then (he terms 
and conditlonii shoiild be tailored for the house’s ustral lv|)e of 
buyer. ^ ^
An orenrate llKlIng can he obtained only from an appralsnl by 





‘No Parking’ zones may be 
established on two sections of 
North Saanich road — to 
eliminate roadside parking by 
persons using municipal 
parkland.
Mr. Mervyn Williams, 1974 
John Road, wrote to council 
complaining about traffic 
congestion near his home when 
baseball games are being played 
on the North ? Saanich Junior 
Secondary School playing field, 
at the corner of John and Mc­
Donald Park Roads}
Mr. Williams said that the 
parked cars could prevent fire 
trucks and ambulances from 
using the road, and claimed that 
there was no reason why the 
vehicles couldn’t be parked on 
the field itself “except for the 
laziness of the owners.”
Alderman Barney Taylor told 
council that a similar situation 
would soon exist on Birch Road — 
adjacent to the district’s Wain 
Park — and that this should be 
considered at the same time.
The matter was then referred 
to the public works committee for 
investigation.
Town House
19 oz. tin for
■':;;;:-::"CARAVELL^":^^
44’ CANOE COVE BUIL'T, 1960. TWIN 453 G.M: DIESELS
;;;;:;::::,:FULLY. equipped,- ASKiNG:$4i,ooo.y ::y ' y:''y Impress^
45’ Monk McQueen 
Coho, 6-71 G.M; diesel,| 
phone, sounder, 








Home of the Canoe Cove 32, 37, 41, 48 and 53 Foot 
Sedans — Tri-Cabin — Sport Fishermen — Motor 
Yachts. All Fibreglass Construction.
KonTiki
ToHelpYou
With Your Financial Needs
48 fl. oz. tin
G.E. eO Watt
Pkg. of 2 bulbs ...............
HOT HOUSE
Crodil unions In British Columbia aro 
holping peopio help thomselvos in all 
aroas of money managomont,
‘low cost loans 
'attractive savings plans
There are 205 crodil unions operating 
256 otficos) throughout tho province.
Together they have oomblnod assets 
of more than $677,671,825.18, which
Is 48.5% moro than last year. During 
the past year, credit unions helped 
418,680 Brllish Colurnbionfi of oil 
ages save and borrow, '
So if you n(30d a mortgage, or a loon 
tor any purpose, or you want to got 
bettor than average interest on a 
term deposit or on your savings, drop 
In to your local credit union,











B.C. or Wash. Grown 




5 lb. bag Frozen .........lb. 59$
Prices Effective May 8 to May 12
In Vour Frimiilly Bfdn«.Y Kafieway 8(m'« 
Wo lliifiorve the Right In Limit Qiittniitleti,
MM
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RECREATION COMMISSION
RON MARTMAN checks his highly-polished Chev sedan.
Rebuilding Cars Martman’s Hobby
Ron Martman hates fixing 
other people’s cars, so he does not 
plan to be a mechanic. When it 
comes to his own car however, 
his patience is unlimited 
Shining testimony to his energy 
stand in the Martman driveway, 
2101 James White Boulevard and 
even caught the eye of U.S. 
magazine photographers for 
Street Rodder magazine.
The dark bh>e 1940 Ford Coupe
Special to the Sidney Fteview 
BY PAT MUNSON
has been completely stripped 
down and rebuilt and is at present 
awaiting installation of a 1968 
Ford 302 engine which sits, shiny- 
clean beside it.
This is Martman’s sunny- 
weather vehicle, he never drives 
it in the rain. “It’s a 
businessman’s coupe’’ he ex­
plains, “it v,'as the cheapest 
model made that year.”
The car has been exhibited
Call us for READY MIXED CONCRETE 
ifHA^ED GRAVEL DRAIN GRAVEL
several times and was picked 
from 30 cars rebuilt in Victoria 
for the magazine feature.
Martman, age 20, started 
poring over hot-rod magazines 
when he was about 11 but did not 
get seriously involved until he 
was old enough to earn the 
necessary money — age 16.
He bought the Ford Ck)upe for 
$275 and has put $3500 into it. 
Another vehicle, a Chev sedan 
delivery was purchased for $5 
and now boasts wall-to-wall shag 
carpet, curtains and stereo 
speakers.
Since leaving Qai'emont, Ron 
Martman has worked on con­
struction. This summer he plans 
to tour Europe with some com­
panions and decide where his 
future lies. “I can’t make a living 
restoring cars,” he says 
regretfully.
: VWEATHER
The following is the meteorological report 
for the week ending May 6 furn^hed by the 
Research Station, Sidney.
Maximum temperature (May 5) 63
Minimum temperature (Apr. 20-May 1) 38




Supplied by the meteorological division. 
Department of Transport for the week en 
ding:May..6;''
Maximum temperature (Apr. 30, May 1-3) 61 
Minimum temperature (Apr. 20-May 1) 36
Mean temperature ^ 51-0
■ Rain '' ■ , ;.18
Totar ^ 7.18
Visitors are welcome to attend 
the Mini-ball clinic being held on 
Wednesday, May 9, from 7 to 8:30 
p.m., at Sanscha Hall. This 
teaching clinic is designed to 
teach coaches and instructors the 
fundamentals of the new mini­
ball game, with a view to in­
troducing this in the Summer 
Recreation Programme, and to 
be carried on during the Fall and 
Winter. On hand to instruct the 
members of the Leaders' 
Training Course and those in 
attendance will be Mr. John 
Olsen, Provincial Basketball Co­
ordinator.
Boys’ and girls’ midget activity 
program will continue this week 
on 'Thursday, at Sanscha from 
3:15to 4:30p.m. This programme 
of various activities is designed 




Sidney Swim Club held its first 
practice session last week. With a 
membership of 18 swimmers, 
weekly sessions will be held 
during the Spring and Summer. 
For further information phone 
the Sidney Recreation Office, 
Mondays to Fridays, between 
9:30 and 11:30 a.m.
The Recreation Commission 
would like to hear from any 
adults who would be interested in 
swimming on a scheduled basis.
Good News! Confirmation has 
been received from the B.C.
Yachting Association that 
another Sailing Clinic will be held 
in Sidney during the last week in 
June. The Clinic will provide two 
courses, one for beginners and 
the second for those who took the 
beginner course last year. 
Further details will be released 
shortly.
Mrs. Jean Grant, and Mrs. M. 
Sather, presented an interesting 
account of the V.I. Recreation 
Conference held recently in 
Courtenay, at the May meeting of 
the Sidney Recreation Com­
mission.
*12,000
Invested in one of our 5-year debentures 
will yield an interest cheque for
^ ^ Each and every month 




Groceries —- Fruit — Vegefobtes
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS TILLTsIiSIE'
SIDNEY CASH & CARRY
LTD.
Beacon Avenue Phone 656-1171
ESIIZ
MINIMUM INVESTMENT
Monthly interest plans...................................... .........
Semi-annual or compound interest plans..................
Amounts over $25,000 subject to confirmation.
May we send you a brochure?
752A Fort Street 
Victoria (388-6601)
850 West Hastings St. 
Vancouver (681-5464)
1463 Johnston Road 
White Rock (531-1646)
Serving British Columbia since 1894 
MEMBER CANADA DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORA'TION
Mon. Monday Mermaids 1-3 p 
Kay Bowles 238
Shirley Cooper 





Tue. Commercial 7-9 p.m. 
Marge Lovejoy 268
Don Norbury 336









Wed. Senior Citizens a.m. 
Vera Gabirel 198
Bob McCormick 206


















2335 AMITY DR. - CORNER PAT BAY HWY.
BEST QUALITY MEATS & GROCERIES
WATCH FOR OUR WINDOW SPECIALS 
Hours 10 a.m.-7 p.m.




^ ^ ^ il» Si Ji.
FLOWERS
TO ALL MOTHERS 
Our best wishes
The first ONE HUNDRED Lady customers in our store on 
Friday, May 11th will each receive a free Potted Flowering
Plant.
AGAIN ON SATURDAY, May 12th
We will present/the first ONE HUNDRED Lady customers in 
our store with a Potted Flowering Plant.
MOTHEi:DAY





(SHE'lL LOVE YOU TOO FOR DOING IT0
MOTHERS: HAVE A VERY HAPPY MOTHER'S DAY! 
BEST WISHES FROM ALL OF US AT THE PEACOCK.
BOTH CHINESE AND CANADIAN FOODS,





MONDAY-THURSDAY 11:00 A.M. ■ 1:00 A.M. 
FRIDAY-SATURDAY 11:00 A.M. • 2 A.M. 
SUNDAY 11:00 A.M.- 9:00 P.M.
656-3944
2493 BEACON AVE. SIDNEY
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Sidney Provincial Court News
IMPAIRED CENTRAL 
SAANICH RESIDENT
Central Saanich resident David 
Melvin Paul was proceeding 
eastbound on Wallace Drive at 70 
mph on the 5th of May when he 
was stopped by police. Following 
a breathylizer reading of 1.9 the 
gentleman was charged with 
impaired driving and on Monday 
of this week pleaded guilty to 
same.
“Have you anything to say?” 
asked Judge Dennis Ashby.
“No your honor.”
“Ai’e you working?”
“I drive a gravel truck.”
Mr. Paul was fined $350 and 
given time to pay.
SIDNEY RESIDENT 
IMPAIRED
At approximately 9 p.m. on 
April 16th John Thomas Ferrish, 
3rd Street, was involved in a 
motor vehicle accident. Prior to 
the accident he had visited a 
number of drinking establish­
ments and when requested by a 
peace officer to blow on the
breathalizer machine registered 
.26.
“It was sheer stupidity your 
honor,” said Mr. Ferrish. “I’d 
been drinking in a number of 
places.”
“Well, that’s an extremely high
reading__ what do you do for a
living?”
“Fve been employed with B.C. 
Ferries,” replied Mr. Ferrish. 
“But I’m not working now. I’ve 
been suspended for at least two 
weeks because of this.”
“Well, you’re fined $350 or one 
month in jail.”
“May I have lime to pay that 
off? At $75 a month?”
Judge Ashby agreed to this.
“ITiank you your honor.” Mr. 
Ferrish bowed slightly to the 




A gentleman angler on the 
Saanich Inlet hoisted a beer 
bottle aloft instead of a lifebelt 
when approached by an RCMP 
patrol vessel. This took place on
BY JOHN .MANNING 
Court Keportor for the Sidney Review
Saturday, May 5th at 1:40 p.m. 
near Henderson Point and 
William Thomas Meaks, 825 
Lampson, Victoria, was sub­
sequently charged with con­
suming liquor in a public place.
The Crown Prosecutor 
reported that “w'hen the accused 
was asked if he had life jackets on 
board he held up a bottle of beer 
instead.”
Mr. Meaks was given the 










Louis Robert Shepard 
Richard Donald Shepard, 
Marshall Road, charged 
possession of a restricted weapon 
in a motor vehicle was given a 
conditional discharge by Judge 
Ashby.
Prior to this their solicitor had 
commended the work of 
probation officer Niel Pearce. 
“These are the two best 
probation reports I’ve ever 
seen,” said the lawyer. “I submit 
that the probation report be 
accepted and that the boys be 
discharged conditionally for a 
period of probation.”
The Crown Prosecutor agreed
to the essential terms of this 
proposal. “I concur with my 
learned friend,” he said, “'fhe 
repoi;ts are certainly laudatory of 
the two boys.”
However, Judge Ashby had 
some stern words for the two 
lads. “Well boys, you’ve ap­
peared before me on a serious 
charge. I take a serious view of 
the matter — I hope this will 
put an end to your stupidity. 
Loaded guns at any time are a 
IXDtential danger. We older ones 
who have been through the mill 
know what tragedy that type of 
weapon can bring.”
“I’m going to give you a 
probation period of one year 
under the supervision of your 
probation officer and for a period 
of three years you are not per­
mitted to possess firearms or 
ammunition of any description 
unless you carry on with your 
militia training — I had in mind 
more punishment than the 
probation officer suggested. I 
think your gun should also be 
forfeited to the Crown. You got 





A Maple Bay gentleman who 
halted his car in a ditch on
Beacon Avenue set a rather 
unusual record for the Sidney 
Court. He is the most impaired 
person to have ever been taken 
into custody by local peace of­
ficers.
As the Crown prosecutor 
related it; “An RCMP officer 
investigated an accident and 
discovered a 1950 Chevrolet in a 
ditch on the North side of Beacon 
Avenue. There was a strong 
odour of alcohol about the ac­
cused. He subsequently blew .33 
on the breathalizer machine.”
“What? You must be 
mistaken," said Judge Ashby. 
“Tliis is an enormous reading.”
The prosecutor agreed. 
"Normally people don’t walk 
around in that state .... he was 
watched in cells.”
“Can you tell us what you were 
drinking?" asked the Judge.
“Milk and Creme de Cacao, 
your honor,” replied Mr. Brian 
Ottison.
“Were you at a house parly?”
“No sir, 1 was just coming over 
from Vancouver on the ferry," he 
said.
“I don’t drive anymore. My girl 
friend drives for me.”
"Lady chauffeurs are very
popular around Sidney ___just
as longas they don’t quit on you,” 
said the Judge.
Mr. Ottison was fined $350 and 
given time to pay.
KANDID CAMERA STUDIO
1403 BROAD ST. VICTORIA, B.C. 
PHONE 383-9721 
No appointment necessary
THUGS WE DO AT FLINT’S
★ RADIATOR AND COOLING SYSTEM
★ BAHERY CHARGING is
*GEf^EH/O’OR AMD ALTERMAFOR
GOVT APPROVED MECHANICS
BEACON AT FIFTH 656-1
Psitr®! Vessels
Bmilt ®ii FenimsMla
Twin .53’ fibreglass patrol vessels for the 
Department of Fisheries were christened in 
Vancouver last week, lloth vessels, 
Stuart Post and the Babine Post, were built 
locally at Canoe Cove Shipyard,'Die grey hulled 
vesselshave a maximum speedof lY'/a knots and 
will likely be used mainly on the West Coast of 
Vancouver Island, as well as in waters to the 
North.
“They were built to Canadian Steamship In­
spection standards” said Mr. Don Matheson, an 
executive with the marina. “Tliey took 18 to 20 
weeks to complete; wc have n third one also 
under construction which will bo used in Great 
Slave Lake.”
DO IT YOURSELF
Steel Wall Vinyl Lined In-Ground
with Beautiful Whitt' Aluminum Bull Nose Coning
Pool
16’ X 32' 30-mil. Liner KIT COMPLETE
(Review Photo by Joshua Perlrnutler)
KIT INCLUOeS
Filter ' - ■,; - -
Automatic Skimmer and Inlets 
Stainless Steel Ladder 
Vacuum kit with vacuum,
hose and telescopic handle
Malntenanee Kit
There is a |kki1 in your aryfi ik)\v so with an ea.sy 
tq follow step by step in.striietion innnual PLUS 
•if you wifili” the moral support from a man that
ha.s installed hi.n own...yon can still Lh! swimming
in the outdoorable month of Itiay,
LOCA'rKD NEXT TO MILL BAY FEimV
Dine with the reloxing utmosphere 
and view of Scenic Brentwood Bay
MOTEL, COFFEE SHOP and MARINA
OLD FASHIONED PRICES 
Specializing ill weddings, foaiKiucts, conventions
Trea I Malher on May 13
CHOICE 01' STAhTEHl
FRUIT COCmib,FRENCH ONION SOUP, OR 
CHEF'S RMAO
Jlttu|?orh .-^tenU 
CliitUcn Corbon 5®leu 
IBttabrb jfikt of lifole
6.23
'J • 3 C
4.25
COMPLETE 0;tNNt!;R.3 INCLUDE
Gardrin Froah Vagrat«bl«iB ami Today'n Potato
TODAY'S PESKERT ANU HEVEiaiiE
' FOR'RESERVATIONS '6524413 
7172'yjRENTVl'OOn DRIVE ,' 
OPEN SUNDAY - TJIUUSDiY « AM ‘ I! PM 
FHIDAY . SATUrilMY R AM • 1 PM 
Accornodntlon dailyr weeltly, monthly 
Kitehenclto units avoilrible
All suites! within too feet and overlooking the water 
INQUIIUES
Page 7
at any Canadian Imperial Bank ' 
of Commerce branch in British 
Columbia or at Auto Clubs in 
Alberta, Washington and Oregon.
It gives you ail the details.
Sponsored by the * 
British Columbia Department 
of Travel Industry 
and the B.C. Sports Federation
SHOP THE SAANICH PEMNStJTA
©ne^rw
Compare Messtonizoii Hoy in a fluffy, fast-curiniy windrow or swath 
v/ilh hay rnangiod by intormoshing conditionor rolls that 
strip the leaves and Slip tho nutrients ^ ^ ^
Hoy quality is what you're really after, yo toko 
a good look at the HoMfori PT-7 ond/f’T'IO 
windrowers,
Start with the retol $iory and uift how the iulh 
length, 401011 diameter drum reel rnalntains, 
positive control oi the crop from culterbar to 
conditioner rolli to elirninote deod 4poti and 
provide a uniform foit rufing wiridrow or 
iwath. The myth of intnrmenhinq conditioner 
rolli, 40 prominently promoted by tome com­
petitive mokiis, shatters wlion you compare 
thei!' horrh nctit'ir, the g^ntin yet
conditioning of Heiiiiton, ,
Hoattonized hay pasjoi like cr uniform blonket
through a fluted st«ol roll and a grooved 
rubber roll which allow rnoiiture to evapordle 
whiltj roloinlng nutrient-loden solids irt the 
plarit pulp. In leafy crops, stems euro obouf 
the same rata os leovos, so it's possible to 
stock or bale before brittleness Increases loaf 
loss, ' ^ , : , ' : ■ ,, ,
And Her,Sion is turning hoying into o, one man 
world!' ■
'fo’r, with the Kesston StcikHdnd'*' iystern that 
fits your operation, fliio mctn can pick up, 
pack, stock, rouvo umi .fuud ,.cr,i(iip(es,Hiii 
Hcssloiv Hay Sinks without getting off flte i 
tractor locii. Gel full details from your dealer.
BUTLER BROTHERS
' " '' 6Sn-2Q0St„lAmiiWBX.
44146 Old Ydh Uii, CHIlllWACK, B.C 
2046 Keating €ro$s B!Md, mromA; B.C
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While browsing through the 
financial pages the other day- 
studying the closing prices of 
flax, the Norwegian krone and 
soybean oil, Decatur-I chanced 
upon a report that may change 
your whole life. So please pay 
attention.
It seems that an outfit called 
the National Industrial Con­
ference Board made a survey of a 
whole bunch of companies (151, 
to be exact) to find out how they 
operate successfully.
Almost immediately-right 
away, in fact-I realized that here 
was a veritable treasure trove of
THE JACK SCOTT COECMN
Plunning Mt
know-how. After all, the methods 
that bring success to a company 
shouldn’t be much different than 
the methods used by an in­
dividual, right? And here they 
were, 151 of them, like school 
girls at a pyjama party, babbling 
their secrets.
Know what the big secret is? 
It’s so darn simple that I’m 
r.1 vAii Hiftn't tbink of it
years ago. Without exception 
these companies are planning 
away ahead into the future! 
That’s all there is to it.
The day-to-day operations of 
the plant are left pretty much to 
the executives in the lower 
echelons. The real top brass of 
management is brooding over 
plans and problems of months 
and vears ahead-“lonB range
planning,” as the report puts it.
When you come right down to 
it, that’s probably the trouble 
with most who fall something 
short of being howling successes.
Offhand I can think of only one 
acquaintance who has any more 
than a vague idea of what he’ll be 
doing in the mists of five years 
from now or who has set any kind
of individual production goals for 
himself.
Most of us live from day to day 
or, at the most, week to week, 
hoping that in the long haul the 
promotions and the loot will come 
along. I freely confess that my 
own planning goes ahead until 
this coming Saturday (and then 
only up to noon) and if the 
National Industrial Conference 
Board were to ask me my plans 
for September, say, I could only 
smile a sick smile and mutter, 
"Who knows?”
The exception I noted was a 
very good friend of mine in the 
newspaper business who, 
nudging 40, found this open secret 
of setting a positive goal for 
himself and went back to 
university to become a lawyer. I 
have an almost childish awe for 
the fellow as I have, too, for 
General Motors who know 
already what the 1976 Buick will 
look like.
Planning alone, of course, as 
the survey points out, isn’t 
enough. With the planning goes 
research, promotion and ad­
vertising.
And I have been wondering if 
this couldn’t apply to the in 
dividual, too. So let’s create, 
right this minute, the 
hypothetical case of an assistant 
clerk who has plotted his course 
in the manner of industrial 
management.
First would come the long 
range plan and we will assume 
that George Smithers (as we’ll 
call him) has decided that he’ll be 
a head bookkeeper in a year. 
Second would come the research, 
in this case the preparation for 
the required professional stan­
ding and, perhaps, a study of 
which companies offer the best 
opportunities.
This sort of planning isn’t too
rare, I suppose, but there’s a 
whole new field that might ^ 
opened up for the individual in 
the realm of advertising, 
management’s third con­
sideration.
I can hear the spot an­
nouncements now: “Smithers! 
Yes, folks, Smithers is the new 
name in bookkeeping. Smithers’ 
ledgers are pin-neat, yet cost no 
more! That’s George Smithers! 
Watch for him, Mr. Executive! 
He may be around to your office 
today!”
. Sounds a little silly, doesn’t it? 
Yet I’ll bet with a week of that our 
George would get quite a hearing 
in any office that’s interested in 
initiative. And who’s to say that a 
man can’t sell his ability just as a 
company sells its products?
Why, only the other day I read 
of a young man who sent out 
homing pigeons, neatly boxed, to 
the top executives of a number of 
firms. Attached to each pigeon 
was a letter saying that here was 
a young man of imagination and 
obviously with a fresh approach 
to salesmanship-or just the kind 
every company is looking for.
“Merely write down the date 
and time of an appointment, 
place it in the container on the 
pigeon’s neck and release the 
bird,” the young man wrote, 
“and I will appear to accept the 
job.”
As it turned out, all the pigeons 
got lost on the way back home, 
but even with planning you can’t 
win them all.
„ > CUSTOMER SERVICE
..t-KMf p nv VI I FI Pf TROllO.Vl'
385-3384-5
INSURANCE
Our Homeowners’ Protection 
Policy solves your home in­
surance needs in ONE com­
bination policy.
Your INSURANCE coverage 
should be reviewed and up­
dated for full protection.
INSURE WITH
LESLEY HOLME
We specialize in Homeowners’, Tenants’ Package Policies, 
Fire, Auto, Liability, Floaters, Marine.
Claims receive our immediate personal attention.
Insurance Agents & Realtors 
(Est.1912)
2444 Beacon Ave. Sidney 656-11S4
ORCLE A QUARTER HORSES
1975 McTavish Rd., Sidney, B.C.
Offering Eiigllsli ond Western
® Children all ages
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ONE HUNUKEO YEARS AGO, the first school was constructed 
in North Saanich on the site of the present Legion Hall, Mills
n — 1 * ^1. ... iJ ^ t i O C \T Q * ^Road. Richard'Jbhn, who arrived on the ^‘S. S. Sierra Nevada”, 
inT858, donated one acre of land for a school; and the annual 
report of 1873 shows that an expenditure of $500 was made for 
the construction bf the school . It was built of rough sawn lumber 
and whitewashed on the outside. Instead of desks, the school was 
furnished with hand-made benches and tables. There was a 
large box-type heater in the centre of the room which was fed 
cordwood. There M'ere no blackboards, few books and no charts 
or maps. 'The course of studies was mainly the three R’s. ’fhe 
first trustees were Richard John, Peter Imerie, and Donald 
McDonald; and early pupils included members from the pioneer 
families of Roberts, Armstrong, John, Reid, Wain, Horth, 
McTavish, McRmoyl and Downey. Early teachers were Henry 




























North Sn a n i c li f a 1 tier man 
Barney Taylor pitched the first 
ball of the district'a Little U’ague 
season on Monday evtMiing at 
newly completed Wain Park.
Happiness For
on her Special Day 
is a Gift from
ANNA’S
FASHIONS
Come in ami see our 




7105 W. Saan. 
652-3143
7 p.m. Monday, May 14 on the stage in the Memorial Arena. 
Opened by His Honor Walter S. Owen Q.C.L.L.D. Lieutenant- 
Governor of British Columbia. Mayors of Victoria - 
Esquimau - Saanich and Oak Bay. Naden Band in at­
tendance.
★ ENTER! AINMESSIT Xanadiona" featuring
★ Catherine McKinnon" Canada's leading Female Vocalist
" dutstonding Conodion Comic 
- Comedy Juggling H Acrobatics ;;
and :
;24 lively:Yoyng:Canadions:
★ Dove Broadfoot ★
; ★The Amondis^
★ Status Faction ★
SHOWS Tues. thru Sat 4 p.m. Mon^hru Sat 10 p-rn. Mlain Stage lyiembrial Arena
★KIDDIES DAY ★ his
Plus ★ New Day ★ Rock Band
Yr MISS VICTORIA PAGEANT ^
★ OLD McDonalds FARM ★4-H trials and competitions
- --------------------- -—wwMwwwwwwwieiiw*^  ̂ ii"'m"‘i"’ii"'imi'Il..................................................... , ..... . ' ........... ...........
★ 1st ANNUAL HOME SHOW
PRIZES
You could win a”Bari'ell Full of Money" .... *2,500®'’ 
Also NIGHTLY PRIZES .... 19" Quosor Color T.V.
Adults... T.25
MONDAY 
4 • 11 p.m.
ADMISSION and HOURS
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ACRES OF MINK IN C. SAANICH
Mink coats, that status symbol 
and luxury item, are enjoying a 
new revival of popularity 
following a world-wide drop-off in 
demand about four years ago.
Percy and Carol Lazarz who 
run a mink farm on Cultra 
Avenue , Central Saanich,. say 
that the improvement in business 
is due partly to a better monetary 
situation and partly because 
many farms were squeezed out of 
existence when the market 
dropped.
Four years ago 16 million mink 
pelts were produced, now only 
about eight million are available 
on this continent, making the 
price per pelt that much better.
The coveted fur coat can cost 
as much as $1200 to $1400 for a 
pastel mink, or $1800 to $2100 for a 
dark mink (dark fisher may cost 
$7200). Fashion dictates the 
popularity of different shades 
and the Lazarz’ has stopped 
breeding Sapphire (blue mink) in 
favor of Autumn Haze (pastel 
mink), five different browns and 
a jet black.
Pelts today fetch about $12 to 
$16 for females, $28 to $30 for 
males and it takes about 38 
female pelts to make one trotter- 
length coat.
Carol Lazarz has earned her 
stoles and mink coat. She keeps 
detailed records of the farm 
operation, numbering each 
animal and its mating times, 
recording offspring and checking 
on each mink’s general progress.
SPRING FEVER
A fertile squeaking arises from 
the Lazai’z acreage on Cultra 
Hoad this time of the year as the 
spring tide of baby mink arrives. 
Since the Lazarz family started
Special to the Sidney Review 
BY PAT MUNSON
in 1955 with 20 animals, their herd 
has increased to 800 females plus 
about 200 males.
Each female is expected to 
produce an average of four kits 
(although they are capable of 
producing 13), so the mother’s 
reputation stands or falls on the 
neatly-labelled tags on her pen.
During this interview Percy 
Lazarz carefully shut a pastel 
coloured mother away from her 
nesting box while he investigated 
the straw packing. Retrieving a 
handful of pink bodies, each no 
bigger than a finger, he smiled 
cheerfully. “Five for her” he 
said.
The next cage however yielded 
only one minute kit. “Too old” 
said Lazarz, “when the mother 
reaches six years of age, she 
stops producing properly.”
Although the mink will be 
nursing their progeny for the first 
seven or eight weeks in the first 
week the kits grow at a fantastic 
rate, doubling their size each 
day) the big feeding job on the 
farm begins after weaning. All 
the food, composed of fish, meat 
by-products and cereal, is ground 
and placed in dollops on top of 
each cage where the mink can 
help themselves.
NERVOUSMOTHERS 
The tiny animals must be kept 
clean and dry as their fur 
develops and reach nearly full 
growth by the end of July. 
Because mink are highly-strung, 
the Lazarz cannot even mow 
grass between the lines of pens 
during the period when the kits 
are sriiall.
In fact, low-flying planes or
blasting can be extremely bad for 
business because the nervous 
mothers will eat their own young, 
or the young will eat each other, 
if distrubed.
“It’s a seven day a week job” 
says Lazarz who, with Carol, 
managed to take a 10-day holiday 
last summer for the first time. 
When the paycheque only arrives 
once a year, the responsibility for 
keeping things flourishing on the 
farm cannot be neglected for 
even one day!
After the young mink reach full 
size, they are fed high protein 
diet to promote a healthy fur 
growth. New coats begin to come 
in September, another period of 
moodiness for the sharp-toothed 
animals. “This is our toughest 
time” says Lazarz, explaining 
that animals are weakened by 
moulting and production of new 
fur. A hereditary disease crops 
up at this time and, although it is 
now controlled by blood-testing it 
has decimated the number of kits 
from 1400 to 700 during one 
season.
FAMILY BUSINESS 
It takes skill to judge exactly 
when a mink is right for 
“pelting”. 'This period, when the 
coat is glossy and developed so 
that the hairs will not shed, lasts 
for only 2V2 weeks, usually in 
November. The pelts are sold in 
December to a U.S. fur exchange 
and the Lazarz’ economy 
depends entirely on what • the 
market value for mink at the 
time of sale.
Many mink farms have closed 
down because ranchers could hot
adapt to new methods, says 
Lazarz. The Cultra Road 
operation (there is one other, run 
by Ralph Peace in Shady Creek) 
is a family business however with 
Percy, Carol and their four 
children all taking part.
“The kids are glad to go back to 
school after the summer 
holidays” grins Percy. When 
4,000 mink have to be cleaned and 
fed daily (a quarter of ton of food 
in summer) there are few idle 
hands.
Heavy gloves must be worn 
around the cages and each of the 
Lazarz family bear scars to 
remind them to keep fingers out 
of reach of their irascible 
charges.
Extensive records must be kept 
of each animal’s progress for the 
mink are selectively bred, about 
one-quarter of the herd being 
replaced each year.
Although mink-farming is a 24- 
hour a day job, Percy and Carol 
Lazarz enjoy it. The work suits 
Percy who was trained to teach 
but never liked staying indoors. 
When he came here from Alberta 
he was 20 years old. Carol is from 
the Townsend family of Central 
Saanich, (her brother Mike is 
technologist with Town of Sid­
ney).
Below their rambling 
establishment, the Thomson 
valley stretches in rural peace to 
West Saanich Road. “We are 
lucky,” admits Lazarz who is 
also a Central Saanich alderman. 
“We’ve been able to use modern 
methods (automated watering 
for instance) and cut production 
costs. Because it is a family 
business, we have been able to 
make it.”
IT’S HARD to make a pet out of a large male mink whose teeth can make mincemeat out of fingers. Wearing heavy gloves Percy 
Lazarz displays a ranch animal while wife Carol soothes the mink’s easily-aroused suspicions.
T01JRIM© SI»E I u
A representative English 
Rugby team from the northern 
counties of * England and 
Scotland, will play two games in 
Victona^ May To and 12. ^
The team is known as the Anti- 
Assassins and is made up of 
players of exceptional ability 
from the two countries. Ck)unty 
sides in English rugby are used to 
select players for a country’s 
national representative team.
The Anti-Assassins will be 
playing on 'Thursday, May 10, 
against a team called the James 
Bay Athletic Association Selects. 
A second game will take place on 
Saturday, May 12, against the 
Velox Selects. Both of these 
teams will be made up of a 
nucleus of players from James 
Bay and Velox, re.speclively, 
supplemented by a selection of 
players from the remaining 
teams in the Victoria Rugby 
Union.
The Anti-Assassins team
features a nuniber of players who 
lave represented their countries 
bn national teams.
The manager of the Antir 
Assassins, M.S! Phillips; has 
played 25 times for England and 
is a former captain of the Oxford 
University Blues. - 
Player J.S. Spencer has played 
14 times for England and was on 
the touring British Lions team 
which visited New Zealand in 
1971. He is a former captain of the 
English national team as well as 
the Cambridge University team.
P.A. Stagg, who stands 6’10i/i>” 
tall, has played 28 times for 
Scotland. He toured Australia for 
Scotland in 1970and went with the 
British Lions to South Africa in 
1968,
The Anti-Assassins are con­
sidered to be a very strong rugby 
team and are sure to provide 
enthasiasts in Victoria with a 
good exliibition of wide-open 
play.
TWINK” RODD PASSES AWAY
One of the most experienced 
shipwrights and woodworking 
craftsmen on the coast of British 
Columbia died Sunday in Rest 
Haven Hospital after a lengthy, 
illness. Cyril (Twihk) Rodd, 10661 
MacDonald Park Road, was 63 
years old.
A Peninsula resident for the 
past 48 years, Mr. Rodd had at 
one point worked out of Canoe 
Cove with his brother 
Hugh, then at Randle’s Landing 
and latterly at his MacDonald 
Park residence.
Four years ago, he and his wife 
Mary and their sons Peter and 
Richard sailed the Yacht
KINGSWOGD STATUS STILL CONFUSED
“Landfall” down the west coast 
of America to Panama and back. 
Twink had built his vessel 
especially for this voyage. ^
, 'The Rodd property has always 
been a scene of activity , graceful 
boats taking shape under the 
direction of the cheerful ship­
wright who came to Canada as a 
youngster with his parents from 
Kent, England.
Mr. Rodd is survived by his 
wife, Mary, and sons, Peter and 
Richard at home, John in Sidney, 
two grandchildren, his mother 
Mrs. Mabel Rodd and brothers, 
Hugh, Gwyn, John and Sydney.
Whether or not to even in­
troduce the letter was debated by 
Nortlv Saanich Council for a few 
moments Monday evening; and 
when aldermen agreed to hear 
the request for a meeting to 
discuss the Kingswood 
development land use contract, 
further debate ensued.
In both instances, the 
discussion w^as often hard to 
follow.
The letter, from Mr. (^raid 
Neely — a partner in the firm of 
Pearlmah & Lindholm, solicitors 
for developers Pemberton, 
Holmes Ltd.—- was in reply to 
one sent to Pemberton, Holmes in 
early April, 
i letter from the North
Saanich standing committee on
No Serious Negotiation 'Til Position Clarified
Kingswood had asked the 
developers to determine the 
status of the 300 acre parcel 
under Provincial Order-in- 
Uouncil number 157 and Bill 42 — 
legislation freezing the 
development of land parcels over 
two acres in size.
In his reply, Mr. Neeley said 
that discussions had been held 
with Provincial civil servants, 
and that, since the Land 
Commission Act had not been 
proclaimed, the only machinery 
for dealing with the question is 
that set forth ■ in die Order-in^ 
Council.
Mr. Neely gave no direct reply
to the North Saanich request, 
however, but did ask that the 
meetings between the developers 
and the council committee 
continue in order to “secure 
agreement upon the terms of the 
the land use contract”.
Council were previously 
hesistant about expending more 
time and money in the 
negotiations until the status of the 
land was determined. ^
Disagreeing with alderman 
Doug Boon’s desire for such a 
meeting; alderman Haul Grieve 
acud—hat the develppCTS;?were 
requesting the meeting for a 
“specific purpose .:;To speed tip
negotiations”
“It is up to them to show 
exemption (from the land freeze 
legislation), not up to us to help 
them, either by insinuation or 
otherwise,” he concluded.
He received support from 
alderman George Aylard for a 
si^gestion that council simply 
write to the developers outliningi 
recent deliberations of the 
standing committee.
Council finally approved a
motion to meet with Neely and 
Mr. Philip Holmes, after an 
amendnient ihtroduced by
alderman Aylard, that the 
committee reiterate its position
in still requiring clarification of 
the land’s status before entering
into serious negotiations.
BUS SERVICE
A grant has been made available under the New Horizon’s 
program to provide transportation to any senior citizens, who 
wish to take a more active part in community projects, v^y 
senior citizen in Sidney, North Saanich, or Central Saanich. 
who would like to have a bus pick themn up one day a week to 
do shopping or to attend activities which take place at the 
Senior Citizens Centre or both; please phone 656-3412.
This service is free to all Senior Citizens 65 years and over.
CORONMldN Bib
Crowning of Miss Saanich PeniiKula A L.




Saturday, May 12, 9 P.M.-1 A.M. 
Music by “Tradewinds”
$2.00 Person
will meet at Elk Lake, Sunday, May 13, 10 a.m. 
Canoeing, Rowing and Hiking Bear Hill.
Bring your own Canoe or Rowing Boat. Canoes 
can be rented. Everyone welcome. Phone 656- 
4166 for more information.
SAANICHTON FAIRGROUNDS
May 26 & 27 Minor Hockey Hogistiation 
June 2 - 4-H Field Day 
June 17 - Goat Club Show 
June 30 ■ C.H.S.A. Horse Show
SHOP AND SWAP ON THE FAIR GROUNDS 
EVERY SATURDAY COMMENCING MAY 26.
NOTICE
CLUBS, ORGANIZATIONS, HOBBY, & CRAFT 
GROUPS, SCOUTS, GIRL GUIDES etc. etc. etc.
FREE MALL bookings may he urranteii for displays, 
Community Fund Drives etc. etc.
For reservation of space please contact 
Mr. B. Fawcett, Mgr,
Beacon Plaza Merchants .Association
Phone656-1412 i7-4
THE PUBLIC ARE INVITED TO









Mills Road, Sidney, B.C.
Friday'May H 
Dancing 9:30 p.m. •12:30 a.m. 
Music by ‘’The Tradewinds” 
ADMISSION 50c EACH
652-33t4
September I, 2, 3 - SAANICH FAIR 
NnvemtMT 3 & 4 - HOHRY SHOW





6;00 P.M. Refreshments 
Sidney TravcLodge
GEM THEATRE Guest Speaker: Mayor Stan Dear
Tickets at Sidney Sec. Service $3.75 656*4712
Mon to Thurs. at7;45 p,m.





" mo»tcf criminal, 
andnut, litoulf, i I Wakhouti
Will he the subject of a 
panel discussion & ciuestion period
AT DEEP COVE SCHOOL
(corner of Birch Road & West Saanich)
7i0 p.mk WEDNESDAY, MAY 16
No Cars Will Be Allowed At the Plarit
Panel will Include: Dr, Pat Walsh, Probation 
Officer Niel Pearce, and members of the 
E.C.M'.P.
.VFrrc Bus ShiitUr Service from the Mtinleltisl Dell will rm* 
ftU that aliernoon and vvlll e««Me vlalfor* to lour the plant 
and attend the rrceptloiT at the HttU.
17-3
Sl'ONWHtEDItV




I (iwMiiM* run* i«i "
lllzabeth layloi'Richard Burton, 
PetorU8tinov, BBaii Bridges In
lUMMEttSMilH
Friday and Saturday 
May 11th and 12th
aop and «av« rtn morchandlBe from evory dopiirtmont 
er»d-of-Uru> clearuncoa; regular slock clearances; 
innnulacluror'ii clourancijs .,,. a savings mpree tor Utnilty 
shoppers who know Bonus Days bring some of the best buys 
of the sooson, Check llmrsday and Friday daily nowspaperi, 
r.bop In pf'fprtn fur ndvnHkod wild non-ndvertlsed BfMH*i«1«i,
Enter Eaton’s Honus DayTlrawJ 
Yon cnnbl wtn a Food Votieher 
worth' 125.00 on, Faton'« Fm*d' Ploor.
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I Through
The Review CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS j
REVIEW
CLASSIFIEDS
DEADLINE; Tuesday noon for 
insertion same week.
RATES: 25c for each four words or 
less. Minimum charge $1.00
CLASSIFICATIONS
1. Real Estate For Sale
2. Real Estate Wanted To Buy
3. Real Elstate For Rent
4. Rea! Estate Wanted To Rent
5. Help Wanted
6. Work Wanted
7. Home Services and Equipment 
For Sale
3. Home Services and Equipment 
Wanted
9. Autos and Boats for Sale








BY OWNER, SM.ALL OLDER HOUSE in 
Sidney now vacant. Good condition. Small 












“Complete Real Estate 
Service Across Canada”
i





ViLl.ji'a. 10b; fort St 336-2111
SIDNEY 656-3924
QUICK S.-M.E BY OWNER, one bedroom 
older house. Good condition. Furnace 
heated. Qose in. Suitable for retired or 
young couple. Full price $12,500.00 cash. Do 
not call luiiess sincere. 656-4507. 19-1
THREE ROO.M B.-VSEMENT SUITE. Heat, 
light, cablevision i.ncluded. Fireplace INvo 




Used fui-niture - Appliances 





Land and Lots, serviced 
luiserviced.
Members of
Victoria Real Estate Board 
and Multiple Listing Service.
2444 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C. 656-1154j
WATERFRONT 
THREE FINE HOMES 
One acre on LANDSEND Road 
with a 2 yr. old quality built 
home, 3 bedrooms each with full 
en-suite bathroom and many 
extra features. $88,750.
W.X.N l ED, SI \\1)1N(.T1.\Y. North Saanich 
area, Phone656-1504. 13-3
DOG KENNEL FOB L.AROE DOG 
condition. Box L.The Review.
Good
19-1
RIDE WANTED TO 
Buildings. Share expenses




YOUR OWN GREENBELT 
Build your own eagle’s next on 
this high rising, treed 6 ac. and 
share it with the birds of prey 
already there. ,500
- / MELVILLE'PARK;,;:
, Here is an ideal family home with 
3 bedrooms plus a 4th in 
basement. Lots of room for ex- 
: pansion; Spic & Span. $29,900
DEEP COVE MINI FARM 
2.6 ac; of verdant land in 2 par­
cels: A 2 bedroom home, a 20x70 
workshop, an irrigatin pond, lots 
of fruit trees, room for hor­
ses. $41,900




Over an acre on ARDMORE, 4 
bedroo<K ^
room 1^%^ ^%^oathouse 
and 70(?Tt,. of excellent beach. 
$107,000:
3V2 acres on Saanich Inlet, 3 
bedrooms, 2V2 baths plus 2 room 
cottage. Swimming pool. Lovely 
garden and orchard. $90,000. 
;477-2562: ,
■c.i DLDSMOBILE F85 CUTLASS S[)Orts 
Coupe Yellow, powered, immaculate 
$1095.00. Phone 656-2575. 19-1
BAZAN BAY BEACH .MOTEL now renting 
for 'veekly or monthly rates. Fully furnished 
units, 656-4419. . ' 444f
1964 FORD 9360 Lochside Drive. 19-1
ONE AND TWO BEDROO.M fully furnished 
cottages. Very quiet area. Reasonable 




2296 Henry Ave. 
656-3612
Furnished and unfurnished one 
twQ and .three fe^rooms.
. 45-tfi
HORSE GRAZING. PASTLTtETboarding.
You care or we do. Prime pasture land 33t'4 
acres. Sidney area, 656-4297. 19-2
GEORGIA MANOR SIDNEY. 2 bdrm. 
unfurnished apt. includes carport, cable, 
heat. Phone 656-1217. 19-1
MOVING. .MUST SELL. 1969 Datsun. Radio 
rear speakers. Excellent condition. $105.00 
or best offer. 656-3485. 19-1
1957 ZEPHYR, working condition. Licensed 
tested. $195:00. 652-2797. 19
Comirig Events





.AJ.AX HOME AND OFFICE CLEANER. 
Specializing in windows, floors and special 
clean-up. Bob Scott 652-1581. 24-tf
G.ARBAUE AND rubbish hauled. Phone 656- 
14 344 f
MAN AND CHAIN SAW for hire. 6.56-5183.5-tf
RETIKED PEOPLE TOO. can earn extra 
cash for new clothes, dishwashers, color 
T.V, by selling fine AVON products to their 
friends and neighbors. .Many Avon 
Representatives earn an estimated $40.00 a 
week or more. Call 384-7345 or write Mrs. 
Guenther.5720Oldfie!d Rd.. K.R. 7. Victoria. 
B.C 19-1
NEED IMMEDIATELY HOUSEKEEPING 
ROOM in Sidney or Central Saanich. Leave 






'-V:VV : CAPITAL , ;
■:ia':REGION'::
: AGENCIES LTD.
; 2481; Beacon Ave., 
Sidney'; ;■ :.656-395i:
Lovely 9 room • 5 yr. old home 
with many extras in desirable 
location close to schools and 
hospital, $•12,500
Jim Sloan R(JS, 656-5317
On quiet cul-de-sac with seaview, 
brand new 3 bedroom ex­
ceptionally well built 
home. $43,000
Jim Jones Ues, {)56-4597
15 new home.s, some in course of 
building, of superior construction 
in exclusive new subdivision. 1160 
sq. ft. — 3 bedrooms *“ master 
witlv washroom en suite — on 
municipal water — sanitary 
' sewer.'
Priced from $29,000 to $31,500,
aivc McConnnn Hcs. 65«:t64i
' . OPEN HOUSE :■
2173 WE8TLEIGH WAV 
SAT. MAY 12,1973 
u I;30TO4!30 
Near new4 bedroom (2 up and 2 
down) home. Only 6 months old, 
Large sundeck off dining room, 
workshop ip basement. Wall 
to wall throughout, Nicely (reed 
corner not. A lovely honie here In 
.Sidney. Well priced at 131,000. 





REAL ESTATE & 
INSURANCE
WANTED LADY TO DO housework,;4 hours 
week. Own transportation. 656-1518: ' 19-1
EXI'ERIENCED GARDENER 
REQUIRED. North Saanich, half day per 
week. Phone 656-4314 after 6p,m. 19 1
Work Wantedi
WORK WANTED — Tree falling, cement 
work, landscaping by hour or contrset. Free, 
estimates. Call 656-1763or 364-97.37. 28-tf'
FURNITURE REPAIR; Relinisiimg, 
cabinet making; Venetian blinds relaped 
a’.d cleaned, 25 years experience. All work 
guaranteed. Phone Ed. 656-1218,9682-4!h 
St. 30-tf
GARDENING, LAWN WORK, babysitting, 
etc .wanted. Experienced. 652-3161. 15-tf
HOLY TRl.NTTV CHURCH GUILD Annual 
Coffee Party Bake Sale, plant sale and 
Boutique Shop featuring Mothers’ Day gifts. 
Saturday, May 12th, 10:30 a.m. Church Hall, 
Mills Road. 17-3
AUXILIARY TO REST HAVEN HOSPITAL 
TEA, May 16, 2 - 4:30 p.m., in the hospital 
lounge. Tea served in the dining room. Large 
bake sale. Admission 50c. 18-2
SATURDAY, .MAY 12. Rummage Sale and 
Bake table from 10:00 a.m. - noon. St. 
Stephen’s Church Hal! off Mt.Newton X Rd. 
Saanichton. Coffee served. 18-2
CHILD HEALTH CONFERENCE. Sidney, 
Brentwood, Saanichton and Tsartlip School 
also information and registration for 
Prenatal classes. For appointments, phone 
656-1188. 19-1
“500", CRIBBAGE AND WHIST, Friday. 
May 11th, 8 pirn. K. of P. Hall. Sponsored by 
Pythian Sisters. Everyone welcome. 198-1
MOTHEKS’TEA, Saturday, May 12, 2:00 
p.m. SI. Paul’s Church Hall. Home baking; 
1 hats, jewellry; Entertainment by; Sidney 
Serenaders. Silver collection: v ; T9-1
Presents
TEI^T TRAILERS’'


















Light Industrial And TRAILER SUPPLIES
Lawn Si Garden “Vancouver Island’s most
Equipment complete supply of
At Trailer-Camper Paris”
M. & H. 
TRACTOR & 
EQUIPMENT LTD.




















May lu-11 - iz
We reserve the right to 
limit quantities
""ixpREROURsT
Monday to Saturday 
8:30a.m. to 6:00p.m. |










1. Lei us show you this attractive 
and spacious home. 75’ of 
waterfront providing an 
oulslanding vievv’of the Islands 
and Mt. Baker, An excellent,] 
family home and very well 
priced at $45,000.(H). WON’T 
LAST LONG.
2. Also n quality home wilii an 
excellont view. A beauty for 
entertaining with its large 
living and dining twins, den, 
and 3 bedroom,s, plus a large il 
ciir drive-in garage. For 
Slilt.aoo.oo there is also a large 
swimming pool with cenient 
walks and patios that could not
V htf replaced for $l0,(iwi.00. See 
'i|,g(>on.' '":: '
3. Five year old four bedroom 
homo In Sidney, I'a batlis, 
fireplace roughed in for 
rumpus room Well priced at 
$26.(K)0.00
•1. W'chavo a 1 acre treed view lot 
and a half acre view lot. 
Heenuse of their scarcity, 
don’t wait too long,
5. Approximately l aero 
waterfront homesite, 
overlooking Satellite (Innuiel 
with road in. $,'t2,()(K),(HV tirni.
Glen John (WS-’JHJH 
nm Halitltfe Ii.:.(i-l.’»i7 
.HpnrIIng Itenl KsliiU* Ltd,
Lfbitie Serwicies
ANNUAL SMORGASBORD in Brentwood 
United Church Hall, Saturday, fUay ;;12, 5 
p.m. Sponsored by Brentwood, United 
Church Women. Adults $2.00, students $1.00
,■, i9-i;
SUMMER FASHION .snow by Anna’s 
Fashions, Monday, May 14, 7:30 p.m. 
Durrance Elementary &hbol, 6021 West 
Saanich Rd. Sponsored by Parents 
Auxiliary. Proceeds in aid of school fund. 
Admission 75c. 19-1
SPRING BAZAAR and Fim Fair at Sidney 
Elementary School, Thursday, May 10, 6:30 - 
9:00P.M.Sponsored bv Parents Auxiliary,
198-1
THE ASSOCIATION FOR UllILDREN with 
learning disabilities will have Dr. J. Scull, 
resident Psyehologisl and C.J. Curlis, 
Director, Cedar Lodge at their 
’Open to Public’ meeting Tuesday, May 15, 8 
p m. Conference Room Cnmosun College, 
F’urthor informafion 38,5-5291. 19-1
iiiiiiii
WE WISH TO THANK all (hose who have 
helped to make our slay here so enjoyable:- 
Dr. and .Mrs K, Edmuiidson, 19-1
NAVAIIO DYES: LINEN 




Room 319 - 620 View St. 
382-8603
U.K ('. llKU.I.HTF.Ui;n, Anrsctil , toy poodle, 
Miale, t4in(mihs, $t(Ki ito. I'lunie 6.5d-,33W2 Kt-l
I WISH T(» I’llANK everyone for being so 
kind :nid Ihmighlful to ine while In Rest 
Haven llos|)l(!il, recently, including nurses 
and doctors. Sincerely Viola Todd. 19-1
of a dear huxlvind 
who passed away
IN I.OVING MEMORY 
I'lmf lather, Fred Slarr 
.suddenly May H, isi7;>..
His memory we shall always keep. 







i.,\mi.S i-M’EEH im VI i.i 
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snili I'urner
tiol.i' (’MI1, lllllEE UOOIIH, irons ami 
bag Plimii'(All'17.51 after (Ipm Ut-l
VMIAMA til'iTVR with I'nsi' .wii H.iven 
Sn',We drum,both m excellent shape: Otler*. 
n.',6.i(yi6 19-1,
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inn 'h btHPI,'.l’.D, Swedish Ciescent 
Escelleul ,:onililiou, I'lume 656 3Hlfi
PI5,(iO 
hr I
PIA'WOon IIINGHV): fibreglass bo.d mold, 
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;; NEVA PENNIE ' /,
VICTORIA REALTY LTD. 
3477 SAANICH 'HD.: / 







SilUrfieil in kUbil iouatiuti, up 
town Sidney, For further iwr- 
Ucnlars BOply to 
H,«r«c»«i,y 65X41 K',»
S(iiirllnK Reiil Eslttfe t .(»L
voim It \i K nop
Irtide 6'i6-4:,22
ibsiier er.lv fe.r Side nr 
ill 1,
SAVITAHV GAUBAGP SPRVH’P, Sidni'y 
ne9n-f.>.I'l(iyfWiweint,(iWel«:,f(i: JPtf
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l;n 11 lie*.* I(i,i,i>l. 1 .1,1,1111,111 I"!, j,
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fi'i.-'ii, . 'il I ■ U. ,, U.:,-," Ui'e.e-'' '■ r
ili/er. ifi-e el t'leirge Lenuf.nd iTu’ahiiirii 
,0 .iibdile b) Pt'Wirt i*|,|KiiUimi-i',l s'W 2tH'i 
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TSARTLIP DISTRICT HELD DAY for area cubs and scouts 
was held on Sunday afternoon, May 5 at Centennial Park in 
Central Saanich. More than 150 parents, leaders, cubs and 
scouts were in attendance while the boys participated in tests 
for their Athlete and Personal Fitness badges. All six groups in 
Uie Tsartlip District were represented at the annual meet. 
(Review Photos by George Heron)
Central Saanich Council 
supports the handling of solid 
wastes on the Peninsula as 
proposed by the Capital Regional 
District at the meeting this 
Monday.
Gerry, chief engineer and 
Dennis Young, senior ad­
ministrator, spoke to (Y)uncil, 
briefly outlining their proposal 
which involves eventual regional 
organization of garbage 
collection at a cost of ap­
proximately half a mill to each 
municipality.
Aid. Zachary Hamilton queried 
the way in which plastics are 
buried in landfill at the present 
time. “In other parts of the 
country, plastics are disposed of 
by incineration,” said Hamilton.
Gerry admitted that this is a 
pertinent question and said that a 
brief has been prepared by 
Environment Canada, a group 
which predicts a fourfold in­
crease in the use of plastic 
containers within the next 10 
years.
The Environment group 
concludes that landfills are an 
inherent evil and burning 
produces poisonous fumes, ex­
plained Gerry.
“They don’t know how to deal 
with this” he added. Stockpiling 
in a landfill site until the problem 
can be coped with is my 
recommendation.”
The C.R.D. team applauded 
what it termed “decisiveOouncil 
action” in supporting the waste 
disposal proposal.
Custom or Spec. Homes 
Apartment Buildings 





9145 Inverness Road FREE ESTIMATES
P.O. Box 2191, R.R. 2 
Sidney, B.C.
MEBIC ALEB,T” MOWH
Mayor A.M. Galbraith has 
proclaimed the month of May to 
be “Medic-Alert Month” as 
follows:
T : “WHEREAS rhany^ Citizens of 
this (jommunity have medical
ART BOLSTER
SEE US FOR 
SAFE SUMMER 
DRIVING
Check Your Tires 
Now
problems which in case of an 
accident or emergency may not 
be obvious even to the trained eye 
of a physician ; and 
“WIIEREAS Mf an acc 
occurs and they are eitheruun- 
conscious, delirious or in a state 
of shock, it may be impossible for 
them to tell the physician about 
their problem or allergy ; and 
“WHEREAS there are more 
than 200 medical problems of 
various types which might go 
undetected and lead to serious 
illness or even death ; and 
“WHEREAS this Municipality 
recognizes the efforts of the Life 
Underwriters Association in this 
District and the associations 
throughout Canada who are 
sponsoring the information 
programme designed to save the 
lives of our Citizens;
“NOW THEREFORE, I do 
hereby proclaim the month of 
May, 1973, as “MEDIC-ALERT 
MONTH’’ in CENTRAL 
vSAANICH, BRITISH COLUM­
BIA, thus drawing the attention 
of the public to the continuing 
work of the Canadian Medic- 
Alert Foundation through the 
provision of Medic-Alert iden­
tification brncelels and 24-hour 
(■mcrgency information service 
to physicians and to other 
authorized per.sonnel in cases of 
accident emergencies.”
Thursday May 10 — Rae Burns’ 
Dance Studio 3-7 p.m.; Dog 
Obedience Training 7:30 p.m.
Friday, May 11 — Vancouver 
Island Municipalities’ 
Association Reception and 
Banquet 6 p.m.; Rae Burns’ 
Dance Studio 3:30 - 8 p.m.
Saturday, May 12 — Beta 
Sigma Phi Pageant and Dance 8 
a.m.; R.C.M.P. Softball Tour­
nament 9:30 a.m. to 12 p:m.
Monday May 14^ Handicraft 
Guild 1-3 p.m.; Rae Burns’ Dance 
Studio 3:30 - 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday, May 15— Sanscha 
Susies’ 1- 2:45 p.m ; Rae Burns’ 
Dance Studio 3 - 8:30 p.m.
Wednesday, May 16 — Rae 
Burns’ Dance Studio 3:30 - 9 p.m.
Sanscha Hail Rentals : 656-4914, 





BACK HOE WORK 
CAT WORK 
TRUCKING
“no job too large 
or too small"
Thorne's Electric
Industrial - Residential 
Commercial Wiring 
Poles and Line Work
QUALITY WORKSMANSHIP 
FOR PEOPLE WHO CARE
MARSHALL'S







Backhoe Work Trucking 
BACK FILLING-LOADING 
SEPTIC TANKS FILTER BEDS 
SEWER—STORM DRAINS 
WATER LINES 





mPHAM & LEWIS 
ELECTRIC LTD.
Residential & Commercial





Robert W. Roper, D.C.






Light Repair Work 
2440 Malaview Ave. 656-4068 

















Topped & Removed Landscaping
BUILD WITH BRICK 
AND BLOCK 








technician with 35 years ex­





Sat lima Island, B.C. 539-2470
K. STRICKEN
Custom Built Homes 
Additions, Alterations 
Cabinets, Repairs 
For Free Estimates 
Phone 656-2902
Call Eric at 656-4117





By Hour or Job 
656-3848
. PATRICK CUTTSLTD. 
BUILDERS & DESIGNERS 





: SIDNEY^ LlCENSEb.:;;>: 
Specializing in Rewire 
and Repairing
HAR LEE FOODS
YOUR ONE STOP SHOP
'/"'TORFOOD:,.'V '
CORNER McTAVISH 
& EAST SAAN ICH RDI , 




New Homes & Cabinets Custom built 
Remodeling - Additions and Repairs. 








4 ROBERTS bay GROCERY
Groceries — Vegetables 
Home made Pies 









8093 Alex Road, Saanichton 
PHONE 652-2251
FRED BEARD
Painting & Decorating 
Spray or Brush 
Phone 656-1632
Small Powerful machine for 





BEACON PLAZA MALL 652-3511



















nie next meeting of North 
Saanich Council will take place 
on 'rucHday , .May 22. Tlie change 
was made necessary to avoid a 













Fish and Chips our Specialty
656-1621
SIDNEY GLASS
Murlim/Viilii & .Sidi'l.v (anKii ' 
Window (iluHii ■ MIrrurH. 
Witiilsliirlds InKtullod 
InMiriiiK )• nnitn« l*roiti|illy llHiidli'd.
2381 Rcncoii Phone 656-1313
DHIECTFROM 
BUILDER 
YOUR PLANS OR OURS 







Quality Meal Cut. Wrapped 




,\ll — An,v null liiid








end loader. Plowing, Post 
holes dug.
652-3366










656-3844 after 6 p,m.
G. & W.
I,.ANDSUAinNG LTD. 
Residential -™ Commercial 
& Giolfflourse Construction 
6955 VVesl Saanich Rd. 
Brentwood Bay 
Glen Wlllianitt




PLACE YOUR ORDER SOON
GARDEN SUPPLIES - SEEDS 
LARGE SELECTION OF BEDDING PLANTS
BILL BRAIN 
ROOFING












I.ITTLK BHTTEB . , 
Dresses • Suits -Sjairtswear
lingerie
7105 W. .Saanich 6.52-31 i:t
SAANICH PENINSULA 
CREDIT UNION
Brentwood Bay Branch 
7174 West Satinich Hoad 
652-2111 652-2822









all piano parts slocked 
Conservatories at Ziirieh 
nod Vienna



















All lli'iuiirN - A,nyM/ci'imiliinil 








Rolova ting, Plowing, 
IlladcWork, 
Cultivating,







Upholslery Vinyls In .Slock 
■ 656.1412 ,
BiaU'Od V1.1T..I StiifpphTg CfTitrr
KIII«U& Company 
Cliarlercd Aceountsints.
Beacon Khopping Plni'.a 
2329 Beacon Avenue 


















Httirn Meftonald Park lid. 




.HAND . GBAVEL - WI* SOIL 
... , |»nKgt'ouw:,is ■; 
Service is our Product
'■•■■CAlXeW'LtM"':.'n
mm MmUHi
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PRE-VACATION TRAILER 
CHECK URGED BY SAFETY COUNCIL
:‘h:*:‘M*!*!‘!*!*SN’»’****«*«*»‘****»'^****‘****‘*’* • • • • .............
Now is the time to make pre­
vacation trailer safety checks to 
insure trouble-free drivng this 
spring and summer the Capital 
Regional Safety council advises.
“More and more people will be 
taking to the highways pulling a 
boat and trailer behind a family- 
filled automobile as soon as 
warmer days are here and it is 
not too soon to prepare for those 
trips” says Nh*. J.E. Reeves, 
General Manager.
The Safety Council suggests a 
thorough assessment of major 
and minor correction needs prior 
to taking warm weather cam­
ping, fishing or other outing trips. 
It is one of the best insurance
policies against trouble which 
could develop later.
Special attention is recom­
mended for lights, turn signals, 
trailer hitches, safety chains, 
tires, and wheel bearings, brakes 
etc.
The Council urges motorists to 
brush up on their Defensive 
Driving rules and safety 
procedures for hauling trailers.
“If you haven’t pulled a trailer 
recently, now is a good time to 
practice manoeuvering in an 
empty parking lot or open field 
away from traffic so that you can 

















AND WEDNESDAY EVENING |
, « » 9 • ®
H.AVE LUNCH. AFTERNOON TEA OR EARLY SUFFER ^ 
A LA CARTE OR COMPLETE DINNER
Open till 10 p.m. 7 days a Week
Dine and Dance to organ and piano music by George Essihos g; 
0 o « 0 ®
PLEASE RESERVE, LIMITED SITTINGS; |
Full Convention, Banquet ||













This is the big one. In horse­
power and workpower. 18 
horses from a smooth twin 
cylinder engine. Hydrostatic 
drive. Control speed and di­
rection with a single treadle- 
pedal control. Simple plug­
in attachment system. Direct 
shaft attachment drive. Elec­
tric start. Dual rear wheel 
brakes. Two spool hydraulic 
lift. It's the oniy tractor 
around for big yards or big 
ambitions. Bolens Division, 
FMC Corporation.
As far as major construction 
projects are concerned, clerk Ted 
Fairs told North Saanich council 
Monday evening, a Metropolitan 
Board of Health suggestion that 
^contractors be required to 
provide sanitary facilities for 
their workers was a good one.
But he wasn’t so sure it shoidd 
be applied to people building a 
single dwelling. ^ ^
In North" Saanich, he told 
council, “neighbours are such 
that, if a workman knocks on the 
door....’’
The Metro Health Board 
proposal also included reference 
to a drinking water supply .
Administrative staff will study 
the submission with a view to 
presenting a by-law amendment 
requiring some of the suggested 
facilities.
A coffee party, given recently, at Government House, Victoria, by 
Lieutenant and Mrs. Owen, in aid of the Red Shield Appeal, was at­
tended by Mrs. A. Spahan, Fifth St., and Mrs. C. Coxi Oakville Ave.
Mrs. Muriel ilowsam (nee Ford) of Houston, Texas, was a recent 
guest of Mr. and Mrs^ John F. Brown, All Bay Rd. when she renewed 
acquaintances after a 28 year absence from Sidney. She was also the 
guest of Miss V. Muat, Cadboro Bay.
PENDANTS, JADE PINS CUSTOM JEWELRY 
We’ll Help You Choose 
That Special Gift For Mom
M tew RUST’S JEWELLER^^ ^ mm
: TOWN OF smn^
IMVITATION TO TENDER
Light-fingered visitors to property owned by Brown on Saturna 
Island managed to haul away three cords of choice firewood recently . 
The Sidney resident says that his waterfront property bears marks of 
large tire tracks and vvarns other Saturna people to be on their guard!
Sealed tenders marked ‘‘Tender for Public Works Building” 
will be received up by the undersigned, 2440 Sidney Avenue, 
Sidney, B. C. up to 4:00 p.m.ilocal time, on the 14th of May,
1973 and opened in Public at 7:30 p.m. on that date.
FROZEN UTILITY GRADE 20 OZ. OR OVER
Parking Fines 
On Griffiths
Sidney Garden Equipment 
and Rentals ltd.
9773 - 5th SI. 
Sidney, B.C.
Parked cars on Griffiths Rd. 
leading to the wharf off Harbour 
Road will be ticketed for ignornig 
mimicipal no parking .signs.
Sidney Council decided that 
drivers are posing a traffic 
problem by parking on the short, 
narrow road and will ask H.C.M.- 
P, to issue tickets.
DISTRIBUTORS NEEDED - EXCLUSIVE OPPORTUNITY 
ClUinMIV AUTO-HOME ACCESSORIES and CARE PRODUCTS
aimuraiAs u billion j annual market ^exiZB
No Experience Necessary.
Spare, Part or Full Time.
New marketing system permits man or woman to distribute multi-million $ prc-sold 
advertised products for 6 major U.S. companies in the billion $ Auto / Home products 
I field. Restock company secured accounts weekly with high profit, high impulse, fast 
' repeat consumer items from; SIMONIZ, TEXIZE, DUPONT, .JOHNSON WAX,
I HOLLYWOOD ACCESSORIES and PREMIUM TOOI.S.
! NO INITIAL SELLINGt INCOME STARTS IMMEDIATELY!I COMPANY FUUNISIIEl) ACCOUNTS! GUARANTEED INVENTORY BUY-BACK!
I MINIMUM CASH INVESTMENT. |l»0.^or $2722, UP TO $527K.O(lCAN. FUNDS
1 Applicant should have car, minimum of 6 spare hours weekly, reliable and eligihle to 
' assume business respon-sibilitics within aodnys. If you meet these requirements, have 
|| the cash investment and sincerley want to own your own hasine.ss, then write and 
include phono numlrer to;
h INTEUNATtONAl- MAUKETING SV.STF.MS INC,
!• AUTO /HOME DIV„ DEPT. H!t^ CSUPDNI) Km MID-COUNTY INDUSTIUAI.DH.
|| ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI IKllH
r jmr jr Mr ^ mr ^ juw Jtat jr jsar r jaar ^ M ^ jmr if sm ^ MW ,r Mr f
Tenders will be received from the following Sub-contractors:











Plans and Specs, may be viewed at the Town Hall, 2440 
Sidney Avenue, Sidney, B. C. between the hours of 8:30 a.m. 
and 10:30 a.m., Monday, May 7th to Friday, May 11th, 1973; 
or copies of Plans and Specifications may be obtained from 











1-owest or any Tender not necessarily accepted.
G. S. L/Ogan 
Town Clerk
STEAK & KIDNEY 
PIE EACH 69
%
N.VBOK DELUXE DAD’S Ifi OZ.
ammau
P.V. V.8 STD. JRliNS CUSTOM CANOPY 
1969 T. BIRD FULL POWER IMMACULATE 
1969 BUICK WILDCAT 4 DR. H.T. FULL POWER 
1967 CHEV. IMPALA H.T. V.8. AUTO
DID YOU KNOW TOMATOES 




$ J69 COOKIES 59^140.S
ORANGE PEKOE
WiCSrEUN FA.'vSILV STICMS & PIECES
MUSHROOMS
10 OZ,
72 FORD F250 4 X 4 
71 TOYOTA CORONA AUTO
67 VW CAMPER 
66 VW 9 PASS. BUS
70 TOYOTA MR. 11 S.W. AUTO
70 MONTE CARIO. FULL POWER,
BUCKETS AND CONSOLE
69 BARRACUDA./full POWER
« mm PERCENT . rUKE OHGANIC 
COMPLETE FERITLIZER 
• PLUS TRACE ELEMENTS \ /
« HFJ.PS PRODUCE .MORE DELICIOUS 
: AND . NEUTElCjOUS ..:T0MAT0ES' . 
»T.,EAF &'ROOT FEED;-:, ,,
«>• NO BURN ■ . ’ ..
j" '..SUNKIST H.5 OZ, WESTERN FAMILY / I
1 LEMON PEACHES









66 PUN I IAC S.S. 66 f-85 SDN. ¥
66 DODGE 4 UR 4*DR. 6. AJ.
2630 BEACON 656-4311 BEACON AVE. SIDNEY
iiNiitiMili








1 rUESlI HAWAIIAN iiHi
PINEAPPLE jfl
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Plays indoors on regular AC house 
current, outdoors on car or boat 
battery, includes auto/boat connector 
cord for lighter socket and private 
listening earphone. Features 100% 
solid state chassis in walnut grain 
cabinet.




with “Hands-Off” Tuning System






in its rich detail, Moorish hardware 
and pecan veneer finish. Philcomatic 111 
systenn features
100% solid state modular chassis '
Philcomatic “ H ands-Off” automatic tu ni ng for'^.
H perfect colour and picture 7 





the neat, clean design of this carry- 
along. Features Automatic Picture
and over-all picture quality. Memory- 
Matic presetfinetuning for set and 
forget tunir'g.
lifelike color picture in philco history
Model B522
‘Prices optional v,'ith dealers. All models may not be available at all dealersr MW;,3 fl'41 *r I l. I W. »>M ...»./V.V,IW .TV.» w.. ................... ............
( J I U fl 1 t *■ ' if* t U il V I TI ^ / \
Specifications subject to change without notice. .■■' T 'L
ISLAND ryiNiTyDE MADI




Philcomatic I Tuning System 
Finely finished credenza in handsome 
Spanish pecan, value-packed 
features and exclusive Philco 
performance.
Philcomatic 1 tuning system for 
pushbutton full operation 
automatic tuning of tint, 
color and picture
• Philcomatrix I black 
matrix picture tube 
for sharp, lifelike 
picture and colour.
• Treinsistorized solid 
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S I I 11 iF-»HILCOlV!ATIC 
26” GIAMT COLOR
Atop-selling compact color receiver 
with exclusive design characteristics 
which ensure practical, high quality 
color viewing.
IV!odel19C306...
Danish walnut veneer enhances the 
sheer luxury of this fine color console 
its Philcomatic 111 system includes 
100% solid state modular chassis, 
Philcomatic H “Hands-Off 
completely automatic tuning of ai! 
color and picture controls. a
Model 26C350
PHILCOMATIC 
COLO, jf f ™'i
Contemporary furniture styled cabinet 
finished to match walnut. Features 
include Philcomatic 11 “Hands-Off” 
Tuning System to automatically lock 
in full color control and picture, 













Finished to match walnut, with a long 
list of fine Philco features; ACT auto-
lock channel tuning, Cosmetic color 
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•Prices opllonal with clonlets. All models may nol be available at all clenleis
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OTHER FINE PHILCO PRODUCTS AVAILABLE. CHECK WITH YOUR DEALER TODAYl
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